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ABSTRACT

INVESTIGATING THE POTENTIAL ROLE OF WILDLIFE AS RESERVOIRS
OF CHIKUNGUNYA VIRUS:
EXPERIMENTAL INFECTIONS AND FIELD STUDIES

Chikungunya virus (CHIKV) is a mosquito-borne human pathogen endemic to Africa and Asia
and the etiologic agent of chikungunya fever (CHIKF), a severe debilitating and often chronic arthralgic
disease. The recent introduction of CHIKV into the Western Hemisphere has led to an increased
initiative to investigate the role that mammals other than non-human primates might play during CHIKV
sylvatic transmission cycles. The focus of the studies presented in this dissertation was to investigate the
potential of several common rodent species to serve as reservoir and/or amplifying hosts for CHIKV
during outbreaks in the Americas.
Nine rodent species were subcutaneously inoculated with one of two strains of chikungunya virus
during initial experimental infections. Of these, 7 out of 9 species became infected with CHIKV.
Groundhogs (Marmota monax) were the mostly likely candidate to serve as a reservoir host in North
America based on magnitude of viremia. All groundhogs included in this study developed significant
viremias ranging from 4.0E2 to 1.6E6 and lasting 2-4 days post infection. The viral loads observed were
sufficient to infect Ae. spp mosquitoes indicating that these animals are capable of serving as reservoir
hosts. Additionally, groundhogs undergo periods of hibernation and further research is need to determine
if these animals are capable of overwintering CHIKV in the U.S.
Based on the findings from the CHIKV experimental infections, Cotton rats (Sigmodon hispidus),
were evaluated as a laboratory animal model to study CHIKV pathogenesis. Thirteen of seventeen cotton
rats developed a low-titer viremia, but no clinical or post-mortem pathological findings were observed.
Mosquitoes fed on viremic cotton rats failed to become infected, suggesting that this species is not likely
to play a role in CHIKV transmission cycles.
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Field studies investigating the likelihood of three mammals and eight reptilian and amphibian
species were conducted in select regions of Cambodia and the Grand Cayman islands. Individuals from
nine of eleven species examined had low levels of detectable CHIKV antibodies, suggesting that they
may have been infected with CHIKV. The results of these studies provide some insight into the potential
role of wildlife, mainly rodents, in CHIKV transmission cycles in the Americas.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1 Introduction
Understanding the ecology of emerging and re-emerging arboviruses is critical in predicting,
preventing, and mitigating a large number of human and veterinary diseases. One such emerging
mosquito-borne disease is chikungunya virus (CHIKV). CHIKV is the etiologic agent of chikungunya
fever (CHIKF), a severe debilitating and often chronic arthralgic disease. This virus was originally
isolated in Africa in 1952 (Robinson, 1955) and has long been recognized in both Africa and Asia. The
largest CHIKV documented epidemic began in May of 2004 along coastal Kenya and Lamu Island and
spread from Africa to the Indian Ocean islands, into India, and parts of Europe (Sergon et al., 2007). In
India, more than 1.5 million people became infected and CHIKV subsequently spread to parts of Europe
through viremic travelers (Sergon, 2007; Njenga et al., 2008). In 2013, an autochthonous transmission
cycle involving CHIKV and Aedes sp. mosquitoes was established on the island of St. Martin and quickly
spread throughout the Caribbean and Americas. Since its introduction, CHIKV has been documented in
45 countries throughout the Americas and has infected more than 1.8 million people (Pan American
Health Organization, August 2016). The emergence of CHIKV in the New World highlights the global
health threat from CHIKV and other emerging alphaviruses. Despite these large outbreaks, numerous
questions remain about the natural history of this pathogen. For instance, the sylvatic cycle of CHIKV
and the role of non-primate vertebrates during transmission cycles remain largely unknown. Serological
evidence suggests that forest-dwelling primates and humans are the only reservoirs for CHIKV (Powers
and Logue, 2007; Diallo et al., 1999; Jupp et al., 1990). However, experimental infections suggest that
various rodent species may potentially serve as competent CHIKV hosts (McIntosh 1961; Bosco-Lauth et
al., 2015). Chapter two of this dissertation describes studies that investigated the potential role of wildlife
during CHIKV epidemics by experimentally infecting rodents from eight species that are either native or
invasive within North America. In chapter three, I describe investigation of the pathogenesis of CHIKV
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infection in a cotton rat model (Sigmodon hispidus), and in chapter four I report on a sero-surveillance
project with various wildlife species in Cambodia and the Grand Cayman islands designed to determine
whether CHIKV circulated at the human-wildlife interface in endemic and recent epidemic regions. The
final chapter is a summary of my findings and suggestions on future research.
1.2 Alphaviruses: Background
The Alphavirus genus, family Togaviridae, are spherical enveloped viruses transmitted by
arthropod vectors. Viruses within this genus are globally distributed and are composed of many
geographic variants and strains (Kuhn, 2007; Strauss and Strauss, 1994). Typically, all alphaviruses are
maintained in sylvatic transmission cycles involving specific mosquito vectors and susceptible wildlife
hosts, independent of humans. Occasional spillover events from sylvatic cycles to domestic animals and
humans often cause intermittent emerging and re-emerging epidemics. Alphaviruses are classified as Old
or New World viruses based on the location of their discovery and occurrence (Calisher et al., 1988;
Schwartz and Albert, 2010). New World alphaviruses, found in the Americas, are primarily associated
with potentially fatal encephalitic disease. These encephalitic alphaviruses include Venezuelan, Eastern,
and Western equine encephalitis viruses, each of which can cause debilitating febrile disease and severe
encephalitis in equids and humans. Old World alphaviruses are endemic to Africa, Europe, and Australia,
and are generally associated with arthritic or rheumatic disease in humans. Arthritogenic alphaviruses
include Ross River, Barmah Forest, O’nyong-nyong, chikungunya, and Sindbis group viruses. Disease
manifestations are usually dominated by chronic and debilitating polyarthralgia and/or polyarthritis.
1.2.1 Alphavirus Genome Structure
Alphaviruses are enveloped viruses with a positive-sense, single-stranded RNA genome
consisting of two open reading frames (ORFs) flanked by two non-coding regions containing structures
important in RNA replication (Figure 1.1). The ORF located at the 5’ end of the genome encodes four
nonstructural proteins: nsP1, nsP2, nsP3, and nsP4. These nonstructural proteins are essential for viral
replication and processing within the host cell. The second ORF is located at the γ’ end of the genome
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and encodes five structural proteins: capsid, E1 and E2 envelope glycoproteins, and E3 and 6K proteins.
These structural proteins are translated from a 26S subgenomic RNA.

Figure 1.1. CHIKV genome map. Adapted from Weaver et al., 2012.
Mature alphavirus virions are spherical with a diameter of 60 – 70 nm. The genomes range
approximately 10 – 1β kb in length with a 5’ methyl-guanosine cap and a polyadenylated tail, and is
encapsulated by the capsid protein to form the nucelocapsid. The E1 and E2 glycoproteins form
heterodimers, on the surface of the cell membrane, and upon budding out from the cell, these
heterodimers form the spikes on the surface of the virion (Zhang et al., 2002).
1.2.2 Alphavirus Replication Cycle
The replication cycle of alphaviruses has been reviewed recently (Leung, 2011; Weaver et al.,
2015). Entry of alphaviruses into susceptible host cells is mediated by pH-dependent receptor mediated
endocytosis into clathrin-coated vesicles (Figure 1.3) (Sourisseau et al., 2007). During the translocation
of the viral genome from the clathrin-coated vesicles to the low pH endosome, a conformational change
occurs in the E1-E2 heterodimer that exposes the E1 fusion domain (Wahlberg et al., 1989). Exposure of
the E1 fusion domain and subsequent binding with the endosomal membrane leads to release of the 49S
RNA genome (encapsulated in nucleocapsid) into the cytoplasm (Powers et al., 2001). The 49S RNA
genome is then translated to yield non-structural proteins that aid in viral replication. In some
alphaviruses two polyproteins P123 and P1234 are produced (Figure 1.2). The resulting polyprotein is
then cleaved by viral proteases contained in the nsP2, resulting in the creating of nsP1, nsP2, nsP3, and
nsP4. RNA replication then proceeds through the synthesis of minus –strand RNA, which is used as a
template for the synthesis of positive-strand RNA and the 26S subgenomic plus-strand RNA. The plus
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stranded RNA is produced at a constant rate throughout the replication cycle, although the minus strand is
undetectable during late stage infections (Chevillon et al., 2008). Throughout this process host-cell
transcription is shut down by the nsPβ protein, which also inhibits host cell production of IFNα/ (Fros et
al., 2010).
Synthesis of the β6S mRNAs is initiated near the 5’ end and continues to the end of the
approximately 3,700 nucleotide open reading frame. During the translation of the 26S ORF, five
structural proteins are generated including C, E3, E2, 6K, and E1. The C protein is the first to be
translated and autocatalitically cleaved from the nascent precursor polyprotein. Through this translation a
signal sequence is created and is bound by a cellular signal recognition particle (SRP). This momentarily
blocks the translation of the 26S mRNA. The SRP also targets the ribosome bound nascent polyprotein to
the rough endoplasmic reticulum where the ribosome binds to a protein translocation complex, triggering
the SRP to be released and the signal sequence to be inserted into the translocation complex. The
precursor for the E2 and E3 proteins, p62, has now been created and translation can begin again. The p62
protein passes into the lumen of the endoplasmic reticulum through the translocation complex. After the
completion of p62 translation, the protein is cleaved from the nascent polypeptide by a signal peptidase.
This exposes the nascent polypeptide 6K, which is ribosome-bound. The 6K protein serves as the signal
sequence for the E1 protein. The E1 protein is translated as it passes through the translocation complex
until it meets with a stop-transfer sequence and leaves two amino acid extensions protruding out into the
cytoplasm. Next, the 6K protein is cleaved from E1by the signal peptidase. Once the p62 and E1
proteins are inserted into the endoplasmic reticulum membrane, heterodimers are formed and transported
to the Golgi body. Later, during virion maturation, these heterodimers will be incorporated into the virus
envelope. During transportation of the p62, E1 heterodimers to the plasma membrane, p62 is cleaved via
a furin-like protease and produces E2 and E3 proteins. Depending on the particular virus the E3 protein
may remain outside the plasma membrane or may be incorporated along with the E2/E1 proteins onto the
virion heterodimers. Concurrently with the formation of the envelope proteins, the synthesized 49S
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genomic RNAs are encapsulated within capsids of C protein. Finally, the assemblage of a mature virion
begins at the plasma membrane where the envelope proteins interact with the RNA containing capsids.
Interactions between the E2 protein and the C termini causes the plasma membrane to engulf the RNA
containing capsids and fully enveloped virions bud off from the cell.
1.2.3 Non-structural proteins
nsP1 – Is required for the synthesis of the (-) RNA strands and acts as a meythltransferase and
guanyltransferase in the formation of the 5’ methyl-guanosine cap (Hahn et al., 1989; Sawicki et al.,
1981; Wang et al., 1991; Durbin and Stollar, 1985; Mi and Stollar, 1990; Mi and Stollar 1991). NsP1
also regulates the activity of the nsP2 protease as demonstrated by de Groot et al. when in the presence of
nsP1, Sinbus virus reduced the cleavage of nsP2 and nsP3 by regulating the nsP2 protein (De Groot et al.,
1990).
nsP2 – The nsP2 protein is the largest non-structural protein and performs multiple enzymatic
activities including acting a helicase, a triphosphatase, and a protease (Rupp et al., 2015; Breakwell et al.,
2007). Additionally nsP2 suppresses type 1 interferon responses in infected cells (Breakwell et al., 2007).
RNA-RNA duplexes are unwound during replication and transcription by the nsP2 N-terminal domain
and RNA 5’-triphosphatase which function as a RNA helicase (Russo et al., 2006; Vasiljeva et al., 2000;
Gomez de Cedron et al., 1999). The C-terminal of nsP2 protein is involved in the proteolytic processing
of the CHIKV nonstructural polyproteins. It is also involved in the regulation of 26S subgenomic RNA
synthesis, downregulating (-) RNA synthesis during late stage CHIKV infections, RNA 5’-triphosphatase
activity, and directing nsP2 for nuclear transport (Suopanki et al., 1998; Sawicki et al., 2006; Sawicki and
Saeicki, 1993; Peranen et al., 1990; Vasiljeva et al., 2000).
nsP3 – The role of nsP3 protein in CHIKV replication is not well understood. It is thought to
play a role in 26S subgenomic and (-) RNA synthesis and affect the cleavage of the nsP2 proteinase
(Hahn et al., 1989; LaStarza et al., 1994; Lemm and Rice, 1993; Shirako and Strauss, 1994; Wang et al.,
1994).
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nsP4 – The nsP4 protein serves as a RNA polymerase and is associated with the viral replicative
complex (Strauss and Strauss, 1994).
1.2.4 Structural Proteins
Capsid – The capsid protein forms a nucelocapsid core structure containing the genomic RNA
beneath the viral membrane. It acts as a viral autoprotease to recognize and assemble the genomic RNA
into an ordered protein shell (Warrier et al., 2008). The capsid protein also plays a key role in virion
formation and budding. It contains a hydrophobic pocket that interacts with the cytoplasmic tail of the E2
protein (Skoging et al., 1996). Additionally, in 2007 the capsid protein of New World alphaviruses was
found to regulate host cell antiviral mechanisms (Aguilar et al., 2007; Garmashova et al., 2007;
Garmashova et al., 2006).
6K – The 6k protein is ~58-61 amino acids in length and is incorporated into small amounts into
the mature virions. The function of this protein remains unclear although it is thought that it may help
control lipid bilayer deformability by regulating interactions between the lipids that interact with the
transmembrane domains of the E1-E2 heterodimers (Cadd et al., 1997).
E2 – The E2 protein is a type I transmembrane protein that consists of an N-terminal hydrophilic
region, a membrane-spanning region, and a cytoplasmic endodomain. Its’ main function is to interact
with host cell specific surface receptors which aid in virion endocytosis.
E1 – The E1 protein is responsible for triggering viral fusion and host cell receptors during viral
entry. This protein is composed of three globular domains: DI, DII, and DIII. The DI domain is an eight
strained

sheet (Kielian and Rey β0006). The DII domain is composed of “finger-like” extensions with a

fusion loop at the tip of the molecule. Mutations in these fusion peptides influence the entry and exit of
alphaviruses into susceptible cells (Chatterjee et al., 2000; Lu et al., 1999; Vashishtha et al., 1998). The
DIII domain is connected to the C terminus of the DI domain by a ~ twelve amino acid polyprotein
(Kielian and Rey, 2006). The E1 protein region interacts with the membrane region of the E2 protein and
plays a vital role in virus fusion and assembly (Sjoberg and Garoff, 2003).
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Figure 1.2. Organization of CHIKV genome and replication products. Adapted from Thiberville et al.,
2013.
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Figure 1.3. Alphavirus replication cycle. Adapted from Thiberville et al., 2013.
1.3 Epidemiology of Chikungunya Virus Infections
The first recorded occurrence of CHIKF was speculated to have occurred as far back as 1779
during an epidemic in Batavia, Dutch East Indies (present day Jakarta, Indonesia), where the outbreak
was mistaken as an outbreak of dengue fever (Carey, 1971). A Dutch physician, Dr. David Bylon,
recorded a Knokkel-koorts (a Dutch word meaning knuckle or joint) febrile epidemic characterized by
acute fever, rash, joint pain, and chronic arthralgia. Similar outbreaks followed in 1823 and 1870 in
Zanzibar; India in 1824-25, 1871, 1902, 1923, and 1963-64; 1827-28 in the southeastern U.S. and the
Caribbean (Carey, 1971). During the 1828 epidemic in New Orleans, physicians described 99% of the
population as having severe and persistent arthralgia weeks after recovering from an acute disease (Carey,
1971). Since yellow fever and dengue viruses were known to have been disseminated aboard sailing
ships during this period, and have similar transmission cycles, it is conceivable that CHIKV may have
similarly been introduced into the New World (Weaver and Lecuit, 2015).
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Retrospective analysis of physicians’ records indicate that outbreaks of CHIKF have frequently
been misdiagnosed as dengue fever over the centuries. The first isolation of CHIKV from patient serum
and characterized case of CHIKF was documented in Tanganyika (Tanzania), East Africa during a
dengue-like outbreak in 1952-5γ. The virus and associated disease were called “chikungunya” meaning
“that which contorts or bend up” by the local Makonde people and refers to the stooped posture of
infected patients experiencing severe joint pain (Robinson, 1955). One of the largest outbreaks of CHIKF
occurred in India during 1963, where approximately 400,000 human infections were documented in
Chennai alone (Arankalle et al., 2007). Although there were no additional epidemics documented for 30
years, CHIKV re-emerged widely from 2004 onwards. In late 2004, the Lamu province and city of
Mombasa, Kenya, experienced the beginning of one of the largest documented CHIKF epidemics ever
recorded. This epidemic quickly spread in 2005 to the neighboring Comoros islands, Seychelles,
Mauritius, Madagascar, and La Reunion Island (Chretien et al., 2007; Njenga et al., 2008). Prevalence
rates of CHIKF were estimated to be 75% in Kenya (Lamu), 63% in the Comoros, and 26% in Mayotte
(2006) (Pialoux, 2007). On Reunion Island, approximately 87,780 people out of a population of 266,000
were diagnosed with CHIKF and 254 people died (Powers et al., 2007). Subsequent epidemics arose in
many areas around the Indian Ocean including India, where millions of people were infected from 20052007. Each year hundreds of travelers return to the Americas from CHIKV-endemic regions infected
with CHIKV and have the potential of introducing the virus into a naïve geographic region. In December
of 2013, CHIKV was isolated for the first time in the Western hemisphere on the island of Saint Martin
(Fischer et al., 2014). The CHIKV epidemic in the New World spread rapidly throughout the Americas
and as of May 11, 2016 more than 1.7 million cases had been documented in 45 countries throughout
Central, South, and North America, and the Caribbean. To date, CHIKV had been documented in 25
countries in Africa, 20 countries in Asia, 45 countries in the Americas, 2 countries in Europe, and 10
countries in Oceania and the Pacific islands (Pan America Health Organization, August 2016).
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1.4 Chikungunya Virus Genotypes
Phylogenetic analysis of CHIKV strains isolated between the 1950s and 1990s led to the
recognition of three distinct phylogroups: (i) East/Central/South African (ECSA), (ii) West African, and
(iii) Asian genotypes (Powers et al., 2000; Pastorino et al., 2004; Schuffenecker et al., 2006; Volk et al.,
2010). Based on analysis of the E1 protein or full genome sequences, these three phylogroups are
between 95.2 to 99.8% conserved, despite genomic variations linked to geographical origin and
evolutionary rates (Chevillon et al., 2008; Schuffenecker et al., 2006). Analysis of CHIKV strains
emerging throughout the Indian Ocean region since 2000 revealed limited sequence variation from the
ESCA strains isolated in the 1950s (Schuffenecker et al., 2006; Yergolkar et al., 2006). Additionally, the
West African phylogroup appears to be ancestral to the ECSA cluster. the ECSA cluster appears to have
diverged from West African ancestors and the Asian and Indian Ocean genotypes have evolved more
recently and independently from the ECSA variants (Powers et al., 2000; Schuffenecker et al., 2006).
Therefore, CHIKV conceivably emerged in West Africa, proceeded to colonize other geographical
regions of Africa, and then emerging again from these separate African regions after acquiring phenotypic
mutations and spread to Asia and into the Indian Ocean regions.
At a viral genetic level, CHIKV, like most alphaviruses, involves a host-dependent balance
between regulating mutation rates and adapting to evolutionary constraints. In the course of each
replication cycle CHIKV has an average mutation frequency of ~10-4 and for each new CHIKV virus
replicated, the resulting progeny will possess at least one mutation (Coffey et al., 2014). These mutations
may result in the formation of geographic variants, which may or may not enhance virus fidelity, fitness,
or adaptability. Although most mutants are deleterious and removed by negative selection, some result in
positive adaptive advantages that lead to increased expression in some populations of vectors or hosts.
An important advantage for having multiple mutation events during viral replication is that it allows the
viral population to quickly adapt when negative or restrictive pressures are placed upon certain genotypes,
viral vectors, and/or hosts.
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1.5 Chikungunya Virus Vectors and Transmission Cycles
CHIKV is mosquito-borne and transmitted in forested and urban areas by Aedes species
mosquitoes. The capacity of such mosquitoes to serve as a vector of CHIKV is influenced by several
external and internal factors including ambient temperature, abundance and availability of susceptible
hosts, vector population densities, predation, vector survival, efficiency of viral replication, and pathogen
genotype (Zouache et al., 2014; Coffey et al., 2014). The availability of vector and/or host species may
support variations among genotypes and may explain the utilization of two distinct transmission cycles –
the sylvatic and urban cycle.
Chikungunya virus is endemic to sub-Saharan Africa, Southeast Asia, and India. As a zoonotic
virus, CHIKV, has historically been maintained in sylvatic cycles with occasional spillover events leading
to local epidemics of human disease. In Africa, CHIKV circulates in an enzootic cycle between forestdwelling Aedes spp. mosquitoes (Aedes furcifer, Aedes taylori, Aedes africanus, Aedes luteocephalus) and
is maintained in non-human primates and other vertebrate reservoirs (rodents and bat spp.) (Diallo et al.
2012; Jupp and McIntosh, 1990; Diallo et al., 1999). In Senegal, enzootic strains of CHIKV have been
isolated from diverse species of mosquito including: Aedes (Diceromyia) furcifer, Ae. (Diceromyia)
taylori, Ae. (Stegomyia) luteocephalus, Ae. (Stegomyia) africanus and Ae. (Stegomyia) neoafricanus
(Diallo et al., 1999). Sporadic spillover of enzootic CHIKV into urban inter-human transmission cycles is
amplified by the involvement of anthropophilic mosquito species such as: Ae. (Stegomyia) aegepti and
Ae. (Stegomyia) albopictus (Coffey et al., 2014). Ae. aegypti, the yellow fever mosquito, is endemic to
Africa and was first described in 1862 (Christophers, 1960). The behavior and ecology of Ae. aegypti
make it an ideal vector during epidemic cycles due to its anthropophilic nature. Moreover, adult females
often take several blood meals during a single gonotrophic cycle and artificial containers are preferred
larval sites (Gubler, 2002). Ae. aegypti has two distinct phenotypes in Africa: a dark sylvatic form found
in forested habitats (Ae. aegypti formosus) and a pale, domestic form that is widespread in urban
environments (Ae. aegypti aegypti) (McClelland 1974; Tabachnick et al., 1979; Failloux et al., 2002). It
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is believed that negative selective pressures forced the forest-dwelling Ae. aegypti formosus to adapt to
breeding in artificial water storage containers in urban environments and led to the emergence of the Ae.
aegypti aegypti phenotype (Powell et al., 2013). These domesticated Ae. aegypti aegypti mosquitoes then
colonized most of the tropical and subtropical regions of the globe, exploiting the slave trade from the 15th
to 19th centuries into the New World, Asia in the 18th and 19th centuries, and World War II troop
movements to the Pacific islands (Coffey et al., 2014).
In Asia, CHIKV is maintained in an urban transmission cycle vectored by the mosquito Ae.
aegypti and Aedes albopictus. (Tsetsarkin et al., 2007). Ae. albopictus, the Asian tiger mosquito, was
discovered in 1894 in India and is endemic to Southeast Asia (Skuse, 1894) . Ae. albopictus mosquitoes
have successfully colonized all five continents throughout both temperate and tropical regions (Lounibos,
2002). Ae. albopictus mosquitoes are both zoophilic and anthropophilic, and are active throughout the
day. Although these mosquitoes do not have a particular ecological niche, distinct temperate and tropical
populations have arisen. The temperate populations were originally introduced to Houston, Texas from
Japan and then from the U.S. to 20 European countries (Medlock et al., 2012; Hawley et al., 1987). The
Asian tiger mosquito has successfully spread throughout temperate zones mainly due to its ability to
thrive in arid and cold conditions, undergo periods of adult diapause, and overwinter by laying
desiccation-resistant eggs. Tropical populations serve as vectors for over 26 arboviruses (Paupy et al.,
2010). Climate change will likely significantly contribute to changes in distribution and abundance of
these vector populations and consequently to changes in pathogen transmission rates. In areas affected by
climate change, increasing temperatures may allow vector populations to survive at higher latitudes and
altitudes, alter vector seasonality, and increase population sizes. Prior to the 2004 CHIKV epidemic on
La Reunion island, Ae. albopictus was not a primary vector for CHIKV transmission (Tsetsarkin et al.,
2009; Carey et al., 1969) and Ae. aegypti mosquitoes were uncommon on the island during this epidemic.
However, a mutation at position 226 in the chikungunya E1 glycoprotein from an alanine to a valine
resulted in enhanced infectivity of the more prevalent A. albopictus population during subsequent
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transmission cycles. This A226V mutation greatly enhanced the efficiency of dissemination of CHIKV
from the midgut to the secondary organs of these mosquitoes (Tsetsarkin et al., 2007; Vazeille et al.,
2007; Coffey et al., 2014). The A226V mutation appears to be limited to ECSA strains of CHIKV, and
the negative epistatic interactions between the E1 glycoprotein and an E1-98 theronine found in Asian
strains seems to hinder similar mutations in Asian strains (Tsetsarkin et al., 2011). Spontaneous
duplications and accumulations of mutations in the γ’-UTR of the CHIKV genome are responsible for
variations in viral fitness within arbovirus vectors and evolutionary limitations among CHIKV viral
strains (Tsetsarkin et al., 2014).
1.6 Mosquito Vector-Virus Biology
Alphaviruses, including CHIKV, multiply rapidly in a variety of cell cultures including both
mosquito cell lines (C6/36, Ae, A20) and mammalian cell lines (Vero, BHK21, HEK-213T, MRC5,
BGM, HeLa) (Thiberville et al., 2013; Strauss and Strauss, 1994). Generally these viruses persist in
infected insect cells; however, in mammalian cells they cause acute cytocidal effects infections. Common
cytocidal effects observed in permissive cells include rounding of infected cells, fusion of adjacent cells
to form polykaryocytes, and the presence of cytoplasmic inclusions. The replication of alphaviruses in
mammalian cells causes apoptosis. Alphaviruses replicate to peak titers in mosquito cells within the first
48 hours of infection, followed by a decline in virus production.
Most arthropod-borne viruses cause little or no pathology in their invertebrate vectors (Chen et
al., 2015) and mechanisms responsible for allowing persistent infections of alphaviruses in invertebrates
are not well understood. Mosquitoes become infected by ingesting an arbovirus-contaminated blood
meal. Once the arbovirus has reached the midgut, it replicates in the midgut epithelial cells, and escapes
to the hemolymph through the tracheal system. Hemolymph circulation allows the virus to spread to the
fat body, salivary glands, muscles, and neural tissues. Once a vector is infected with an arbovirus, the
infection persists in its tissues for the length of its life. This persistent viral infection does not affect the
behavior or life span of the mosquito vector, and appears to have few fitness costs (Kuno et al., 2005).
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The extrinsic incubation period is the interval between a vector acquiring an infectious agent and the time
it takes for the agent to replicate and be transmissible to a susceptible host. This period for a vector is
determined by the arbovirus, mosquito species, and a number of external factors including especially
ambient temperature and humidity. Geographic variations in vector populations result in varying
infection, dissemination, and transmission rates among Aedes spp. mosquitoes (Tsetsarkin et al., 2006;
Pesko et al., 2009).
The main route of CHIKV infection is through horizontal transmission from a vector to a
susceptible host species. CHIKV is introduced into the host’s skin capillaries during probing and feeding
attempts by infected female Aedes spp. mosquito, and subsequently disseminates throughout the
lymphatic system. Mosquito vectors typically become infected after feeding upon viremic hosts with
CHIKV viral titers ranging from 103-105 PFU/mL (Pesko et al., 2009; Tsetsarkin et al., 2006). CHIKV
viral titers in humans have been reported as high as 105.5 plaque-forming units (PFU) per mL, and similar
viremia titers have been detected in non-human primates (Chen et al., 2010; McIntosh et al., 1964).
Direct human-to-human transmission of CHIKV has not been documented. However, limited evidence
suggests that mother-to-child transmission may occur when CHIKV is acquired during late gestation
periods (Couderc et al. 2009).
1.7 Clinical Disease and Pathogenesis of Chikungunya Fever
CHIKV infection begins when a human host is fed on by a CHIKV infected Aedes species
mosquito (Reiter et al., 2006). Following feeding, CHIKV particles are thought to circulate through
subcutaneous capillaries of the skin and begin replicating in the fibroblasts of the dermis (Reiter et al.,
2006). In vitro studies have demonstrated that lymphocytes, dendritic cells, and natural killer cells are
refractory to CHIKV infection (Sourisseau et al., 2007; Solignat et al., 2009). Within two to four days
following infection, viral particles are transported to the circulatory system and disseminate to infect cells
in other target organs, such as the liver, spleen, joints, and muscles (Weaver and Lecuit, 2015). Less
frequently, CHIKV infects target cells in the liver, eye, kidneys, and the central nervous system (Van
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Duijl-Richter et al., 2015). Three to five days following infection, patients develop a viral load of
approximately 107 copies of RNA per milliliter serum, a concentration that may persist for three to ten
days (Thiberville et al., 2013). This correlates with an increase in type I interferons and signals that the
innate immune system is attempting to control the spread of CHIKV replication. In most cases the innate
and adaptive immune responses, mainly CD4 T cells and CHIKV-specific antibodies, will eradicate
CHIKV replication in approximately 7 days.
The acute stage of infection is characterized by a sudden onset of fever (on average 104◦F) and,
in some cases, patients experience a relapse one to two days following an afebrile period lasting four to
ten days this phenomenon is known as “saddleback fever” (Hawman et al., β01γ; Carey, 1971). Patients
may develop severe polyarthralgia in the wrists, ankles, knees, elbows, shoulders, and spine (Suhrbier et
al., 2012). These polyarthralgia events are characteristically symmetrical and bilateral and patients may
experience extreme tenderness, swelling, and may remain incapacitated for several weeks or months
(Powers and Logue, 2007). Other commonly described symptoms include retro-orbital pain, lumbar back
pain, chills, weakness, headache, myalgia, photophobia, and petechial or maculopapular rash (Brighton et
al., 1983; Calisher, 1988; McGill, 1995). Maculopapular rashes primarily appear on the trunk, face, and
extremities two to five days post-infection and may last up to 10 days. Most acute symptoms resolve
within seven to ten days of onset (Ryman et al., 2000; Suhrbier et al., 2012). Roughly 5-15% of patients
experience a “silent” or an asymptomatic infection without overt disease symptoms (Gerardin et al.,
2008).
While most of the acute symptoms of CHIKF resolve in one to two weeks, a variable, sometimes
large fraction of patients experience chronic arthritic symptoms that may last from several months to
years (Sissoko et al., 2009; Das et al., 2010; Chaaitanya et al., 2011). A high percentage of these patients
tend to be elderly, have high viral loads, or have previously diagnosed, underlying medical conditions
(Sissoko et al., 2009; Das et al., 2010). These chronic symptoms may include: arthralgia, myalgia,
asthenia, polyarthritis, severe debilitating arthritis, joint stiffness, bursitis, and tenosynovitis (Thiberville
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et al., 2013). Even though most CHIKV infections are not life threatening, recent severe life-threatening
symptoms have been described in the Americas (2013-2016) and in the Indian Ocean epidemics (20062008). Severe symptoms included encephalitis, meningoencephalitis, Guillain-Barre syndrome, heart
failure and myocarditis, pneumonia and nephritis (Das et al., 2010; Crosby et al., 2016; Lemant et al.,
2008; Leburn et al., 2009). Although these severe symptoms occur in less than 1% of persons infected,
280 fatalities have been documented, mainly in the elderly or in patients with underlying health
conditions (CDC, August 2016).
In rare cases, vertical transmission of CHIKV from mother-to-child has been documented,
specifically in 2005 during the La Reunion Island outbreak (Gerardin et al., 2008). A study conducted at
the Groupe Hospitalier Sud-Reunion during this outbreak found that mother-to-child transmission is rare
with only 2.5% of exposed neonates becoming infected (Couderc et al., 2009). Of the 2.5% exposed,
only 10% were exposed during pregnancy. Neonates infected with CHIKV all appeared asymptomatic at
birth with the onset of disease occurring approximately four days post-partum (Couderc et al., 2009).
Thrombocytopenia occurred in 89% of neonates, with patients exhibiting pain, prostration, and fever.
Encephalopathy occurred in 50% of cases with magnetic resonance imaging (MIR) showing
abnormalities in the white mater of the brain (Couderc et al., 2009).
1.8 Immune Responses to Chikungunya Virus Infection
CHIKV infections in humans are rarely fatal. In most cases, the immune system of a healthy
adult is capable resolving the infection within one to two weeks (Suhrbier et al., 2012). Elderly and
neonatal patients constitute the majority of CHIKV infections, perhaps due to their waning and immature,
respectively, immune systems. These individuals exhibit severe and often chronic CHIKF disease
manifestations and have higher fatality rate than other patient cohorts (Gerardin et al., 2013; JaffarBandjee et al., 2010). The pathogenesis of chronic polyarthralgic disease induced by CHIKV infection
remains largely unknown, although it has been proposed that an influx of inflammatory mediators in
joints results in excessive inflammation and tissue damage that leads to arthritic manifestations (Suhriber
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and Mahalingam, 2009). The use of non-human primates, neonatal mice, and/or interferon (IFN) –α/
knockout mice have provided insights into the innate immune system’s response during CHIKV infection
similar to those conditions observed in chronic patients.
1.8.1 Innate Immune Response to Chikungunya Virus Infection
Current understanding of CHIKV–stimulated immune responses, suggests that viral
dissemination and arthritic manifestation are mediated by the host’s innate immune responses.
Alphaviruses are typically strong inducers of type I IFN (Farber and Glasgow, 1972; Glasgow et al.,
1971; Grieder and Vogel, 1999). CHIKV is typically eliminated from patients before IgG is produced and
before TH cells and cytokines become activated (Kam et al., 2009). During acute CHIKV infections, high
levels of cytokines and chemokines are produced including: IFN-α/ , interleukin (IL)-1 , IL-5, IL-6, IL7, IL-2R, IL-12, IL-10, IL-15, IL-18, granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF),
interferon gamma-induced protein 10 (CXCL10), monokine induced by gamma interferon (MIG), and
monocyte chemotactic protein-1 (MCP-1) (Teo et al., 2012; Chow et al., 2011; Ng et al., 2009; Hoarau et
al., 2010; Chirathaworn et al., 2010; Chaaitanya et al., 2011; Kelvin et al., 2011). In vertebrate hosts, the
production of type I IFNs, mainly IFN-α and IFN- , restrict and/or inhibit CHIKV replication and spread.
INF-α/ are primarily produced by leukocytes and fibroblasts (Schwartz and Albert, 2010). Type I IFN
production is regulated by pathogen recognition receptors (PRRs) that detect pathogen associated
molecular patterns (PAMPS) (Akira, 2004; Stetson et al., 2006). There are two types of PRRs: 1) tolllike receptors (TLRs) located on membranes and endosomes and 2) retinoic acid-inducible gene I-like
receptors (Takeuchi and Akira, 2007). Upon recognition of the PAMP molecules, PRRs stimulate a
cascade of events that ultimately result in the hallmark of the innate immune response, production of a
type I IFN (Teng et al., 2011).
While it was previously suggested that CHIKV directly activated hematopoietic cells, in vitro
studies have demonstrated that CHIKV induces the production of IFNs when fibroblasts become infected
(Dalod et al., 2003; Schilte et al., 2010). Furthermore, upregulation of type I IFN expression has been
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documented in acute-phase infections of non-human primates, mouse models, and in human patient
cohorts (Wauquier et al., 2011; Labadie et al., 2010; Gardner et al., 2010; Chow et al., 2011; Ng et al.,
2009; Hoarau et al., 2010; Rudd et al., 2012; Messaoudi et al., 2013; Palha et al., 2013). Infection of
mouse strains deficient in IFN –α/ receptors (IFNAR) or IFN response factors γ/7 resulted in very high
mortality rates within days of inoculation (Rudd et al., 2012; Gardner et al., 2012; Couderc et al., 2008).
Immunological studies utilizing animal models demonstrated that up-regulation of type I IFN is
rapid but transient during acute CHIKV infection (Gardner et al., 2010; Labadie et al., 2010). IFN-α/ R-/knockout mice exhibit severe CHIKV disease correlated with an increase in viral titers. Heterozygous
mice with at least one functioning copy of the IFN- α/ receptor exhibit mild CHIKV disease (Courdec et
al., 2008). Follow up studies indicated that IFN- α/ production is stimulated in fibroblasts, but not in
hematopoietic dendritic cells nor in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (Schilte et al., 2010). Other
knockout mouse models, mainly Cardiff and Myd88, have indicated that RIG-like receptors (RLR), in
combination with TLR, are responsible for the recognition and mediation IFN- α/ production in
fibroblasts (Schilte et al., 2010; Teo et al., 2012). Furthermore, ISG-15, an early IFN-stimulated gene, is
critical in protecting neonatal mice from CHIKV-induced mortality in knockout models (Werneke et al.,
2011). Collectively, these results indicate that IFN- α/ may protect vital organs such as the brain, heart,
liver, and kidneys from severe CHIKV disease by limiting viral dissemination.
Dendritic cells (DC), natural killer cells (NK), and monocytes play a key role during the innate
immune response and have been associated with the immunopathogenesis of many viral diseases
(Pastorino et al., 2005; Coleman et al., 2009; Grieder et al., 1996; Rehermann et al., 2009; Her et al.,
2010). Monocytes and macrophages seem to be ideal viral targets as they are located, largely, in the
circulatory system and peripheral tissues. The role of monocytes and macrophages during the acute phase
of CHIKF has been investigated in a variety of animal models (Gardner et al., 2010; Hoarau et al., 2010;
Labadie et al., 2010; Morrison et al., 2011; Ozden et al., 2007). Monocytes are derived from
hematopoietic stem cells in the bone marrow and migrate from the blood stream throughout the tissues of
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the body. In these tissues, monocytes will differentiate into resident macrophages or dendritic cells.
Macrophages may be classified as classically activated macrophages (M1) or alternatively activated
macrophages (M2) (Mosser and Edwards, 2008; Martinez et al., 2009). M1 macrophages promote a TH1
immune response, inhibit cell proliferation, and promote inflammation (Mosser and Edwards, 2008). M2
macrophages promote a TH2 immune response, promote cell proliferation, and tissue repair (Mosser and
Edwards, 2008). Immunohistochemistry of muscle and synovial tissues obtained from human patients,
non-human primates, and rodent models during acute CHIKF suggest that viral replication in joint tissues
leads to prolific infiltrations of monocyte, macrophage, and natural killer cells (Ozden et al., 2007;
Hoarau et al., 2010). In vitro experimental studies demonstrated that monocytes derived from PBMCs
could be infected by CHIKV and actively maintain infections (Her et al., 2010). Additionally, CHIKV
has been shown to infect synovial macrophages (Hoarau et al., 2010). Microarray analysis of mice
inoculated via foot pad with CHIKV demonstrated that, like rheumatoid arthritis, CHIKV infection leads
to increased expresion of genes associated in both diseases with macrophage activation and recruitment
(Nakaya et al., 2012). Similarly, B-cell deficient knockout mice (µMT) inoculated with CHIKV via a
footpad challenge, developed a persistent viremia lasting over a year (Lum et al., 2013; Poo et al., 2014).
CHIKV has also been shown to persist in macaque spleen macrophages two months post infection
(Labadie et al., 2010; Messaoudi et al., 2013). Likewise, CHIKV has been isolated from human synovial
fluid macrophages in CHIKF patients 18 months post clinical disease presentation (Soden et al., 2000).
Together, these data suggest that monocytes/macrophages serve as vehicles for viral dissemination and
mediate inflammation in synovial tissues and perhaps promote viral persistence.
The role of NK cells during CHIKV infections remains unclear. However, activated NKs have
been found in CHIKF patients’ synovial fluid (Hoarau et al., β010). NK cells provide anti-viral
protection by eliminated infected cells via cytolytic mediators (perforin and granzymes) and IFN(Bryceson et al., 2009; Lanier et al., 2008). During the acute phase of CHIKV infection, NKs express
receptors for HLA-C1 alleles and undergo clonal expansion (Petitdemange et al., 2011). In CHIKV
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infected mice, NK cells and macrophages have been detected at elevated levels along with the upregulation of IL-12 (Gardner et al., 2012). This suggests that NK cells may play a prominent role in viral
control and should be explored further.
1.8.2 Adaptive Immune Response to Chikungunya Virus Infection
Following the onset of CHIKF clinical disease, seroconversion takes place within the first week
of infection. CHIKV IgM antibodies are detectable subsequent to disease onset and reach peak titers 2-3
dpi. These antibodies may persist for several weeks to months (Kam et al., 2012; Zim et al., 2013;
Nitatpattan et al., 2014; Panning et al., 2009). The persistence of IgM CHIKV antibodies for months
following infection has been observed in chronic CHIKF patients and may play a role in CHIKV
persistence (Figure 1.4) (Petitdemange et al., 2015). The detection CHIKV antibodies in patient serum
by ELISA allows for more rapid detection of CHIKF than traditional RT-PCR (Kam et al., 2009).
However, in regions were other alphaviruses are present, cross-reactivity has been observed (Kam et al.,
2009). Similarly, CHIKV neutralizing immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibodies appear ten to thirteen
following viral clearance from the blood and may persist for several years at high titers (Kam et al.,
2009). Together both IgM and IgG CHIKV antibodies provide an early measure of protection by binding
to cell receptors and preventing viral entry, cause the agglutination of CHIKV virions, and triggering
phagocytosis by neutrophils and macrophages (Kam et al., 2009). In vitro studies using CHIKF human
patient serum, have shown that long-lasting CHIKV antibody responses are triggered by the presence of
the N-terminal region of the E2 CHIKV glycoprotein (Kam et al., 2012). The predominated IgG
neutralizing antibody in humans is the IgG3 subtype (Kam et al., 2012). In several CHIKF cohorts a
correlation exists between the presence of the IgG3 subtype and the absence of chronic disease
(Kishishita et al., 2015). Patients producing IgG3, do not develop fever and joint pain, and are resistant to
secondary CHIKV infections by other genotypes (Kishishita et al., 2015).
Recently, Toll-like receptor 3 has been shown to detect CHIKV virions and trigger a humoral
immune response (Her et al., 2014). The specific roles of B cells and the cytokines they produce during
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CHIKV infection remain unclear. While most of the current CHIKV animal models focus on
investigating innate immunity, these models are unsuitable for investigating the adaptive immune
responses to CHIKV infection (Zeigler et al., 2008; Couderc et al., 2008; Gardner et al., 2010; Morrison
et al., 2011). Similarly, our current understanding of T-cell involvement during CHIKV infection need to
be more intensively explored. T cell receptors, in collaboration with T cells, are the main mediators of
the adaptive immune system. T cell receptors are further separated into two groups depending on the coreceptors expressed, either CD4+ or CD8+. Generally, CD4+ T cells recognize viral antigen peptides
presented by the major histocompatibility complex I and help mediate antiviral activity by aiding B cells
in generating immunoglobulins. CD8+ T cells produce anti-viral cytokines such as interferon gamma
(IFN- ) and tumor necrosis factor (TNF). During CHIKV infection both human patients and animal
models generate a robust CHIKV-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cell immune response (Messaoudi et al.,
2013; Wauquier et al., 2011; Hoarau et al., 2010; Gardner et al., 2010). Studies have demonstrated that
the frequencies and absolute values of T cells are significantly lower in CHIKF patients as compared to
healthy donors (Peititdemange et al., 2015). However, T cell abundance returned to normal levels in
these patients after a two-month period (Petitdemange et al., 2011). Of the remaining peripheral T cells, a
significant portion of these expressed CD95, and activation of these cells, in addition to the
overstimulation of a T cell immune response, is thought to lead to early lymphopenia in some patients
(Hoarau et al., 2010; Wauquier et al., 2011). Clinical patient cohort and animal experimental studies have
demonstrated that CHIKV infection leads to a robust CHIKV-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cell response
(Hoaurau et al., 2010; Messaoudi et al., 2013; Gardner et al., 2010; Wauquier et al., 2011). Clinical
patient studies have shown that CD8+ T cells are activated 2-3 days following infection and switch from
CD8+ to CD4+ T-cells during the later stages of acute infection (Wauqueir et al., 2011). Studies using
immunocompromised mouse models demonstrated that during chronic CHIKV infections, IFN- T-cell
responses were driven by CD8+ T cells (Hoarau et al., 2013). Additionally, CD8+ and CD4+ T-cells
were shown to infiltrate inflamed joints in several of these mouse models (Morrison et al., 2011).
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Collectively these and similar studies suggest that CD8+ T-cells do not play a major role in mediating
CHIKV viral clearance. It remains unclear whether CD8+ T-cells play a role in clearance of viral
CHIKV RNA from persistent joint macrophages in chronic patients. While almost all CHIKF patients
develop CHIKV-specific T-cell immune responses, only 20% of these patients maintain memory T-cells
after one to two years (Hoarau et al., 2013).
These data suggest that an efficient and robust T and B cell response may be crucial in CHIKV viral
clearance.

Figure 1.4. Representation of immune response against CHIKV infection. Adapted from Kam et al.,
2009.
1.9 Animal Models of Chikungunya Virus (CHIKV)
Identifying animal models that adequately recapitulate the signs and symptoms of CHIKF seen in
humans is essential for understanding CHIKV host-virus interactions and disease pathogenesis. Ideally,
clinical research studies involving CHIKV-infected patients would aid in developing vaccines and
treatment for CHIKF. However, while several clinical studies examining CHIKV-infected patients have
provided accurate demonstrations of viral pathogenesis, this research is limited by ethical concerns.
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Additionally, the study of virus tropism in these patients is restricted due to the invasive procedures
required to obtain tissue and organ biopsies. To overcome these limitations, animal models have been
exploited to give a better illustration of the mechanisms involved during CHIKV pathogenesis and
disease development in an in vivo setting.
1.9.1 Non-human Primate Models
The first non-human primate studies with CHIKV were performed in 1953 and resulted in the
demonstration that rhesus macaques (Macaca mulata) were susceptible to CHIKV infection and were
capable of developing CHIKV neutralizing antibodies (Ross, 1956). Rhesus macaques have also been
used to examine immune responses triggered by CHIKV infection and in the development of CHIKV
vaccines and therapeutics (Broeckel et al., 2015). Rhesus macaques inoculated with CHIKV develop
high levels of circulating virus (104 – 106 pfu/mL) two to four days post-infection that up to four to five
days (Binn et al., 1967). Other non-human primate species including Cercopithecus monkeys, baboons,
and bonnet monkeys (Macaca radiate) have been shown to become viremic following CHIKV
inoculation (McIntosh et al., 1964; Paul and Singh, 1968). More recently, cynomolgus macaques
(Macaca fascicularis), have been evaluated and found to develop high viral loads, and exhibit similar
clinical and pathological features to those described for human CHIKF patients (Labadie et al., 2010).
Importantly, studies using both rhesus and cynomolgus macaques demonstrated long-term persistence of
CHIKV in secondary lymphoid organs and joints, a feature that may aid in investigating similar chronic
arthralgia that accompanies CHIKF disease in human patients (Labadie et al., 2010; Messaoudi et al.,
2010).
Human and experimentally infected non-human primates experience similar acute stage responses
to CHIKV infection. During the first week after infection with CHIKV, cynomolgus macaques developed
peak viremia of approximately 108 pfu/mL (Labadie et al., 2010). Cynomolgus macaques exhibited a
high fever one to two following infection that persisted for two to seven days (Chen et al. 2010; Labadie
et al., 2010; Messauodi et al., 2013). The most severe CHIKV symptoms were seen in macaques
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administered the highest dose of CHIKV (109 pfu), which included joint swelling of the wrists and ankles,
fever, and rash (Labadie et al., 2010). Animals that received moderate doses (102-106 pfu) developed lowtiter viremia with fever and rash, while those receiving only 10 pfu failed to devleop clinical signs of
disease (Labadie et al., 2010). Corresponding to human infections, cynomolgus macaques infected with
an intermediate dose (102 – 106 pfu) of CHIKV underwent viral dissemination to multiple tissues,
including liver, joint, muscle, skin, brain, spinal cord, and lymph nodes (Labadie et al., 2010).
Histological abnormalities were detected in CHIKV infected cynomolgus macaques throughout the liver,
spleen, and lymph nodes (Chen et al., 2010). In the red pulp of the spleen and the cortex of lymph nodes
mononuclear cell infiltrates were observed, and in the liver, increased levels of hepatocyte death due to
apoptosis was observed (Labadie et al., 2010). While it is unclear whether CHIKV chronic joint pain is
caused by the persistence of CHIKV replication or due to disruptions of inflammatory equilibrium caused
by CHIKV replication, there is evidence that CHIKV persists in both humans and non-human primates.
Labadie documented the first evidence of CHIKV persistence in cynomolgus macaques by recovering
infectious virus from spleen, liver, and muscle as late as 44 dpi (Labadie et al., 2010).
Non-human primate models were originally developed due to the limited availability of clinical
human specimens, their involvement in sylvatic disease transmission cycles, and notably their ability to
replicate CHIKV-induced pathology. Due to the close evolutionary relationship between non-human
primates and humans, scientists are able to better understand aspects of the innate and adaptive immune
system during CHIKV infection. Despite these advantages, primate models suffer from several
disadvantages including difficulty handling and obtaining samples, ethical controversies, and high costs
associated with purchasing and housing. To overcome these limitations, inbred mouse models of different
genetic backgrounds and ages are commonly used to study CHIKV disease pathogenesis and evaluate
potential antiviral therapies.
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1.9.2 Rodent Models
Development and testing of CHIKV therapeutics and vaccines are dependent upon identifying
animal models that accurately mimic CHIKF in humans. Historically, mouse models have been
extensively used to study arbovirus pathogenicity and viral transmission cycles (Thiberville et al., 2013).
Several key factors have plagued use of rodent models of CHIKV infection, including high variability in
results depending on genetic background, age, and site of viral inoculation (Srivastava et al., 2008; Chan
et al., 2015). The C57BL/6 mouse strain is the most common genetic background for developing a wide
range of genetically modified mutant strains used to understand CHIKV infection and immunity.
CHIKV studies involving C57BL/6 mice infected by intradermal (i.d.) inoculation demonstrated
muscle weakness that eventually resulted in paralysis six dpi (Couderc et al., 2008). Similarly, nine dayold C57BL/6 mice inoculated with CHIKV exhibited a 50% mortality rate, while six day old mice died by
twelve dpi (Couderc et al., 2008). Low levels of CHIKV were detected in blood, spleen, liver, and brain,
whereas higher levels of virus were detected in skin, joints, and muscles (Couderc et al., 2008). A second
investigation using nine-day-old C57NL6/J mice inoculated subcutaneously (SC) with CHIKV reported a
60% mortality from ten dpi, with viremia detected as early as one dpi and as late as ten dpi, accompanied
by detection of virus in muscle, liver, lung, and brain (Werneke et al., 2011). Morrison and colleagues
observed that fourteen day old C57BL/6 mice exhibited CHIKV-induced disease manifestations three
weeks post infection (Morrison et al., 2011). Viral RNA was detected in musculoskeletal tissues three
weeks post infection and histologic analysis showed severe necrotizing myositis, chronic tenosynovitis,
inflammatory cell arthritis, and multifocal vasculitis (Morrison et al., 2011). Likewise, two to three day
old outbred CD-1 and ICR mice exhibited dragging of the hind limbs, lethargy, and weight loss starting
seven dpi (Ziegler et al., 2008). Dhanwani et al. found that two to three day-old Balb/c mice inoculated
with CHIKV exhibited locomotor abnormalities such as partial paralysis of hind limbs associated with
detectable levels of several inflammatory mediators in muscle tissues (Dhanwani et al., 2014).
Discrepancies between these studies highlight the importance of age and immune competence in CHIKV
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pathogenesis. Since adult wild-type mice are resistant to CHIKV infection via SC and ID inoculation
routes, subsequent studies investigated alternative routes of inoculation. By shifting the site of
inoculation from intradermal i.d. and subcutaneous s.c. to either the ventral footpad, intranasal, or
intracranial inoculation, adult mice demonstrated significant differences in disease pathogenesis (Gardner
et al., 2010). Adult six week old C57BL6/J mice inoculated in the foot pad experienced an infection
localized to the foot, joint, synovial membranes, tendon, lymph nodes, spleen, and muscle starting at six
dpi (Gardner et al., 2010). Similarly other studies found that intranasal inoculation induced
encephalopathy in mice. Not surprisingly, intranasal and intracranial inoculation resulted in high
mortality and neurotropic disease (Powers et al., 2000; Ryman et al., 2008; Wang et al. 2008). These
latter models involving neurotropic disease are unsuitable for viral pathogenesis studies and vaccine
testing as they do not accurately replicate CHIKF as seen in humans.
1.10 Evidence for Primates and Rodents as Reservoir Hosts
Wild birds and mammals serve as essential reservoirs for arthropod-borne virus disease cycles.
While some of these pathogens occasionally spill over into human and domestic animal populations, these
incidental hosts are usually not essential to the survival of the pathogen. Wildlife species, including
rodents and primates, are of particular importance in zoonotic cycles because they serve as reservoirs for
many arboviruses (Meerburg et al., 2009; Davis et al., 2005; Jackson et al., 2015).
In Africa, serological evidence suggests that non-human primates, rodents, and birds may
maintain CHIKV during inter-epidemic periods (Cornet et al., 1968; McIntosh1961; Vourch et al., 2014;
Bres et al., 1969; Cornet et al., 1979; Osterrieth et al., 1960). Wild non-human primates are
predominately thought to serve as virus reservoirs during inter-epidemic periods (Osterrieth et al., 1960).
CHIKV neutralizing antibodies have been detected in chimpanzees in the Democratic Republic of Congo,
vervet monkeys (Cerocpithecus aethiops), and chacma baboons (Papio ursinus) in southern Africa
(Osterrieth et al., 1960; McIntosh and Jupp, 1970; McIntosh et al., 1977; McIntosh et al., 1964). In
Nigeria, CHIKV antibodies have been detected in 10% of Patas monkeys (Erythrocebus patus), 7% of
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Tantalus monkeys (Cercopithecus aethiops tantalus), and 20% of Mona monkeys (Cercopithecus mona)
(Boorman and Draper, 1968). McCrae found evidence of CHIKV circulating in zoophilic mosquito
species (Ae. africanus) and non-human primates, specifically red-tailed monkeys (Cercopithecus
ascanisua) in Uganda (McCrae et al., 1971). Antibodies to CHIKV have also detected in other wild nonhuman primate species including baboons, chimpanzees, gorillas, and vervet monkeys imported to the
Unites States from Africa for scientific research purposes (Harrison et al., 1967). In Asia, although there
is no known sylvatic transmission cycle, CHIKV antibodies have been detected in non-human primates in
Thailand, Malaysia, and the Philippines (Halstead et al., 1966; Marchette et al., 1978; Inoue et al., 2003;
Sam et al., 2015).
Previous epidemiological studies have assumed that CHIKV vertebrate reservoirs were limited to
non-human primates. However, other reservoir/amplifying hosts, such as rodents, may maintain CHIKV
in a secondary sylvatic cycle in the absence of human hosts. The order Rodentia represents the largest
group of mammals with more than 2,000 species in 30 families and offers a large number of potential
reservoirs for emerging zoonotic arboviruses. In Senegal, CHIKV has been isolated from various
vertebrate species, including vervet monkeys (Cercopithecus aethiops), Senegal galago (Galago
senegalensis), a palm squirrel (Xerus erythropus), baboons (Papio papio), a golden sparrow (Auripasser
luteus), and bats (Scotophilus spp.) (Bres et al., 1969; Cornet et al., 1979). Experimental infections of
wild African rodent species in the genera Mastomys, Arvicanthis, and Aethomys with CHIKV were found
to be capable of developing a detectable viremia (McIntosh, 1961). While species within the Arcicanthis
and Aethomys genera developed low viral loads of CHIKV, the Mystromys species produced a high
viremia followed by the development of CHIKV neutralizing antibodies (McIntosh, 1961). Some studies
have also detected low viremia levels following experimental infections of rodent species including
Syrian Golden hamsters and bats (Bedekar and Pavri, 1969; Bosco-Lauth et al., 2015; Bosco-Lauth et al.,
2016). Diallo isolated several strains of CHIKV in Senegal from thirteen mosquitoes including some
zoophilic mosquito species (Diallo et al., 1999). It also appears that some domestic animals such as
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cattle, pigs, dogs, rabbits, sheep, goats, horses, and several species of birds do not develop a detectable
viremia but are capable of producing CHIKV neutralizing antibodies (Karabatos, 1985; Halstead et al.,
1966; Bosco-Lauth et al., 2015). These finding suggest that a variety of wildlife host species may play a
role in CHIKV sylvatic transmission cycles and may involve rodents and other zoophilic mosquito
species (Diallo et al., 1999; Bosco-Lauth et al., 2015).
1.11 Rationale for the Current Study
The overall aim of the research described in the next three chapters of this dissertation was to
study chikungunya infection in wildlife species that cover a range of diverse taxonomic families that are
common throughout the Americas. Several aspects of chikungunya pathogenesis, virulence, and
transmission have been evaluated in non-human primate and inbred mouse models but very few studies
have been performed using species that are more genetically diverse and may be involved in natural
sylvatic transmission cycles. Similarly, the potential role wildlife species play in sylvatic transmission
cycles both in endemic and epidemic regions remains unclear. Decades of CHIKV research have focused
on establishing a CHIKF model to replicate human infections and have identified non-human primates as
the best animal model. In addition to replicating CHIKF disease pathology similar to those observed in
humans, non-human primates have also been identified as the main wildlife species responsible for
CHIKV replication during sylvatic transmission cycles. While several studies have identified CHIKV
neutralizing antibodies in additional wildlife species, these potential reservoirs have largely been ignored.
Here I sought to evaluate the potential of a diverse set of rodent species in order to evaluate their potential
role as reservoirs/amplifying hosts for CHIKV. This research is novel and significant as it examines
CHIKV disease dynamics in wild, genetically diverse individuals that potentially may play a role in
sylvatic transmission cycles as CHIKV spreads throughout the Americas
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CHAPTER TWO
EXPERIMENTAL INFECTION OF NORTH AMERICAN RODENTS WITH CHIKUNGUNYA
VIRUSES

2.1 Introduction
The emergence and re-emergence of infectious diseases is largely driven by environmental,
ecological, and socio-economic drivers (Jones et al., 2008; Johnson et al. 2015; Wiethoelter et al., 2015).
The emergence and subsequent spread of these pathogens have a significant global impact on economies
and human health. Chikungunya virus (CHIKV) is an emerging arthropod-borne alphavirus
(Togaviridae) endemic to Africa, Southeast Asia, and several islands in the Indian Ocean. In the past
decade, global travel, the presence of both native and invasive competent vector(s), and increased human
contact has facilitated the emergence of CHIKV into the Western hemisphere. As a result, widespread
epidemics of CHIKV infection have been reported in 45 countries affecting 1.7 million people throughout
the Americas and Caribbean islands (Pan America, August 2016). Viral pathogens, especially RNA
viruses like CHIKV, pose the highest probability of global pandemics due to their high rate of nucleotide
substitution and lack of mutation correction machinery (Taylor et al., 2001; Woolhouse et al., 2005;
Burke et al., 1998; Cleaveland et al., 2001; Jones et al., 2008). These mutations enhance the ability of
these viruses to adapt to new vector(s) and host species, and managing emerging infectious diseases
requires a clear understanding of both sylvatic and urban transmission cycles.
Chikungunya virus was originally discovered during a dengue-like outbreak in present day
Tanzania by Dr. Marion Robinson (Robinson, 1955). It is believed that CHIKV originated in forest
dwelling non-human primates in Africa and is maintained in a sylvatic cycle involving Aedes spp.
mosquitoes. Presumably, spillover of CHIKV from sylvatic transmission to urban human-mosquitohuman transmission cycles occurred, associated with land-use changes, deforestation, human
encroachment, and agricultural farming encouraged greater wildlife-human interactions (Jones et al.,
2008; Perry et al., 2013; Bengis et al., 2002; Wiethoelter et al., 2015). In Asia, CHIKV is primarily
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transmitted by Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus mosquitoes in urban cycles, although wild non-human
primates in Malaysia have been seropositive for CHIKV (Inoue, et al., 2003; Marchette et al., 1980). The
spread of CHIKV into the Americas highlights the ease with which arboviruses are transported via
infected global travelers to new naïve geographic locations and become endemic in a relatively short time
frame. Like most RNA viruses, CHIKV has the ability to mutate and adapt to utilize novel vectors and
vertebrate host species.
The objective of this study was to identify potential reservoir or amplifying hosts among several
taxa of wild rodent located throughout the Americas using the approach of experimental infection.
Studies evaluating and identifying reservoir host species for CHIKV will help advance our understanding
of CHIKF disease tropism and host disease tolerance.
2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Animal Collection and Husbandry
Animals were chosen for CHIKV experimental infection trials based on their abundance,
availability, and ability to represent broader rodent taxonomic groups. Rodents of nine species from five
families were collected (N=4 to 20 individuals per species) for this study. The geographic distribution of
these animals is presented in Table 2.1 and details on their acquisition in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.1. Overview of rodent species examined including taxonomic descriptions and geographic
distribution.

Species
Nutria

Family
Myocastoridae

Genus
Myocastor

Species
Coypus

Norway rat

Muridae

Rattus

norvegicus

Fox squirrel

Sciuridae

Sciurus

Niger

Deer mice

Cricetidae

Peromyscus

maniculatus

Brushy-tailed
woodrat

Cricetidae

Neotoma

Cinerea

Cotton rat

Cricetidae

Sigmodon

Hispidus

Meadow
voles

Cricetidae

Microtus

Pennsylvanic
us

Prairie voles

Cricetidae

Microtus

orchrogaster

Groundhog

Sciuridae

Marmota

monax
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Distribution of Genus
Introduced into U.S.
during the late 19th
century for fur farming;
native to subtropical and
temperate South America.
Most likely originating on
the plains of Asia, China,
and Mongolia and now
exist worldwide.
Occur sympatrically
throughout the eastern
and central U.S., west to
the Dakotas, Colorado,
and Texas.
Alaska, Quebec, New
Brunswick, central
Mexico, and east to
Georgia.
British Columbia,
Alberta, to northern
Arizona and New
Mexico, and the Dakotas.
Southeastern U.S. and
west to Utah, and into
South America.
North to Canada, west to
Alaska, and to South
Carolina. Subset occurs
in central Colorado to
northwest New Mexico.
Central Canada to
northern New Mexico,
and West Virginia.
Canada to Kansas and
across south to parts of
Alabama.

Table 2.2 Source of rodents experimentally infected with CHIKV.
Common Name

Scientific Name

Source

Cotton rats

Sigmodon hispidus

Colony, Miami University

Prairie vole

Microtus orchrogaster

Colony, Texas Tech University

Meadow vole

Microtus pennsylvanicus

Live trapped, Colorado

Deer mice

Peromyscus maniculatus

Colony, Colorado State University

Nutria

Myocastor coypus

Live trapped, Louisiana

Brushy-tailed wood rat

Neotoma cinerea

Live trapped, Colorado

Norway rat

Rattus norvegicus

Live trapped, Colorado

Groundhogs

Marmota monax

Live trapped, New York

Fox squirrels

Sciurus niger

Live trapped, Colorado

Animals were given an individual identification number and bled upon arrival, and then caged or
allowed free-range in rooms with clean water and food ad libitum. Diet varied by species and consisted
of alfalfa pellets, commercial laboratory chow, seed mix (sunflower, cracked corn, peanuts, millet, milo,),
carrots, apples, potatoes, yams, and celery root. Aquatic rodents were provided with pools of fresh water.
Arboreal rodent species were given wooden perches to climb. Rodents were acclimated to captivity for at
least 1 week before inoculation. Animals ranged in age from weaned offspring to adults. This work was
approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee at Colorado State University (approval 14-5258A) and
conducted in strict accordance with the NIH Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.
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2.2.2 Cell Culture
Vero cells were maintained in accordance to commonly used cell culture techniques (BoscoLauth et al., 2015). Cells were grown at 37 °C with 5% carbon dioxide in Dulbecco’s minimum essential
medium (DMEM) supplemented with 4% fetal bovine serum, 0.225% sodium bicarbonate, and antibiotics
(Bosco-Lauth et al., 2015).
2.2.3 Virus Strains
Two strains of CHIKV were provided by Ann Powers at the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, Fort Collins, CO. The SAH2123 (SAH) strain was isolated from a human patient in South
Africa in 1976 and had been passaged three times in Vero cells. The COM2005 (COM) virus was
isolated from mosquito pools collected during the Comoros Island outbreak in 2005 and had been
passaged twice in suckling mice and seven times in Vero cells. Both of these strains are members of the
East-Central-South African clade of CHIKV.
2.2.4 Experimental Infection and Sample Collection
Rodents were separated into rooms and/or cages depending upon the size of the species and
inoculating strain of virus. Virus inoculation was performed by subcutaneous injection (0.1 mL) on the
right hock and the inoculum dose was between 104 – 105 plaque-forming units (PFU). Following
inoculation, all animals were monitored daily for clinical signs of disease and bled (0.05 to 0.5 mL),
depending on species, via tail-bleed, vena cava, saphenous vein, or submandibular daily for up to 7 days
post inoculation (DPI), and at 14 and 21 DPI. The total amount of blood taken did not exceed 10% blood
volume. Norway rats and voles were bled and euthanized serially (groups of 2 or 3 animals) on 1-5 and
21 DPI. After sampling, blood samples for smaller rodent species (deer mice, meadow voles, and prairie
voles) were placed in BA-1 medium (M199-Hank’s salts, 1% bovine serum albumin, γ50 mg/L sodium
bicarbonate, 100U/mL penicillin, 100 ug/mL streptomycin, 2.5 ug/mL amphotericin B in 0.05 M Tris, pH
7.6). Blood was centrifuged for 3 minutes at 12,000 x g for serum separation. All samples were stored at
-80°C until virus isolation and antibody testing. Nutria and groundhogs were sedated with ketamine-
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xylazine for bleeding, and groundhogs had subcutaneously-implant transponders (LifeChips, Detron,
NSW, Australia) that were used to measure body temperature at each sampling point.
2.2.5 Necropsy and Tissue Processing
Animals were euthanized by intravenous or intraperitoneal over dose of pentobarbital on 21 DPI
or serially on days (2, 3, 4, 7, 10 DPI) (Norway rats, meadow voles, and prairie voles) depending upon the
number of animals available. Animals were necropsied within two hours of euthanasia and the following
tissues were collected: heart, liver, lung, spleen, kidney, quadriceps muscle, forelimb, hind limbs, small
intestine, and brain. Tissues were weighed (100 ug) and added to 1 ml of BA-1 medium containing 20%
fetal bovine serum. One copper BB was then added to each tube of tissue and homogenized using a mixer
mill (Retsch GmbH, Haan, Germany) at 25 cycles/second for 5 minutes). Supernatant was then separated
from the tissue pellet by centrifugation (12,000 x g for 3 minutes). Samples were then stored at -80°C
until processing. Tissue samples collected from animals with low or absent viremia titers were not tested
and tissues collected after 21 DPI were not tested.
2.2.6 Virus Isolation
Vero cell plaque assays were used to determine viremia in animal serum and back titrate virus
inocula as described (Robinson, 1955; Lumsden, 1955; Soumahoro et al., 2009; Ng and Haparachchi,
2010; Her et al., 2009; Schuffenecker et al., 2006; Bosco-Lauth et al., 2015). Briefly, Vero cells were
grown in 6-well plates in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) containing 7.5% bovine calf
serum and antibiotics. For virus titration, serum samples were serially diluted in 10-fold increments
beginning with a 1:10 serum in BA-1 dilution and 0.1 mL of each dilution inoculated per well.
Inoculated cells were incubated at 37°C for one hour prior to addition of a 2 mL overlay per well of
Minimum Essential Media (MEM) and agarose supplemented with 4% fetal bovine serum, sodium
bicarbonate, and antibiotics. Plates were then incubated for 24 hours at 37°C, after which a second
overlay containing 0.004% neutral red dye was added. After 24 and 48 hours plates plaques were
counted. The detection limit for this assay was 100 PFU/mL.
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2.2.7 Serology
Pre and post inoculation sera from all CHIKV-challenged animals were tested for anti-CHIKV
neutralizing antibodies by plaque reduction neutralization testing (PRNT) on Vero cells in 6 well plates as
described by Beaty et al, 1995. Serum samples were heat-inactivated at 56°C for 30 minutes and serial
two-fold dilutions from 5 to 160 were prepared in 96-well plates in BA-1 medium. An equal amount of
CHIKV SAH2123, diluted to approximately 100 pfu/mL, and the afore mentioned serial dilutions were
incubated for 1 hour at 37°C. Samples were then inoculated at 100 uL per well onto 6 well plates of Vero
cells and incubated at 37°C for one hour. The wells then received a first and second overlay as described
above for plaque assay, and plaques were counted one day after the second overlay. Antibody-free
control wells received virus diluted in BA1. Antibody titers were calculated as a reciprocal of the highest
serum dilution with ≥ 80% reduction (PRNT 80) of viral plaques compared to control wells. Sera with
≥80% neutralization of CHIKV were considered positive.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Clinical Responses
Throughout the course of the studies, none of the animals displayed clinical signs of disease
attributed to CHIKV infection.
2.3.2 Viremia, Tissue Virus Burdens, and Serologic Responses
Detectable viremia was not observed for nutria, brushy-tailed woodrats, and Norway rats.
Variable portions of other species developed viremia (as calculated by PA in sera), with the highest
proportion of these occurring in cotton rats (75%) and deer mice (42%). Species for which at least one
animal developed detectable viremia by 5 DPI included fox squirrels, deer mice, cotton rats, meadow
voles, prairie voles, and groundhogs (Table 2.3). In many cases, viremia was observed on a single postinoculation day. For example, between the two groups of 12 fox squirrels inoculated with two strains of
CHIKV SAH and COM, only one adult male squirrel inoculated with SAH was viremic (500 pfu/mL) on
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day 1 post inoculation. Although there were too few viremic animals for statistical testing, it did not
appear that animal sex was a significant factor in development of viremia.
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Table 2.3. Summary of viremia titers and antibody responses in rodents experimentally inoculated with
chikungunya viruses.

Sex
Ratio

Virus
strain

Number
tested

2F
1 F, 1 M
10 F, 10
M

SAH
COM

2
2

Number
viremic
(range of
peak
viremia*)
0/2
0/2

SAH

20

0 /20

2 F, 4 M

SAH

6

3 F, 3 M

COM

6

3 F, 3 M

SAH

6

3 F, 3 M

COM

6

2 F, 1 M

SAH

3

1/6
(5E2)
0/6
3/6
(2.7E3-5E3)
3/6
(1.1E33.1E3)
0/3

3F

COM

3

0/3

3 F, 3 M

SAH

6

3 F, 3 M

COM

6

Meadow vole

4 F, 3 M

SAH

7

Prairie vole

11 F, 12
M

SAH

23

Groundhog

4M

SAH

4

Species

Nutria
Norway rat
Fox squirrel

Deer mice

Brushy-tailed
woodrat

5/6
(2E2-7.7E5)
4/6
(1.3E35.7E5)
2/3
(4E2-6.3E4)
3/4
(2.5E32.6E7)
4/4
(4E2-1.6E6)

Cotton rat

Number
PRNT
positive at
21 DPI

PRNT80
antibody
titer
range

50 (1/2)
50 (1/2)

10
10

60 (3/5)

40

83 (5/6)

10 – 40

0 (0/6)

< 10

0 (0/6)

≥10-20

33 (2/6)

≥20-40

33 (1/3)

10

33 (1/3)

≥20

66 (4/6)

10 – 40

33 (2/6)

≥20

0 (0/1)

< 10

0 (0/5)

< 10

100 (4/4)

≥γβ0

DPI = days postinoculation; PRNT = plaque reduction neutralization tests.
* Peak viremia titer in log10 plaque-forming units/mL serum.
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As expected, none of the animals manifest viremia on the day of inoculation (0 DPI). With the
exception of one groundhog, the duration of viremia was one to two days, and viremia was not detected
after 4 DPI, as depicted in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4. Viremia titers over time after virus inoculation in animals that developed detectable viremia.
Animal
Meadow Vole 1
Meadow Vole 2
Meadow Vole 6
Prairie Vole 1
Prairie Vole 2
Prairie Vole 3
Prairie Vole 4
Prairie Vole 8
Fox Squirrel 2
Deer Mouse 2
Deer Mouse 5
Deer Mouse 6
Deer Mouse 1
Deer Mouse 4
Cotton Rat 1
Cotton Rat 2
Cotton Rat 3
Cotton Rat 4
Cotton Rat 5
Cotton Rat 3
Cotton Rat 4
Cotton Rat 5
Cotton Rat 6

Virus
Strain
SAH
SAH
SAH
SAH
SAH
SAH
SAH
SAH
SAH
SAH
SAH
SAH
COM
COM
SAH
SAH
SAH
SAH
SAH
COM
COM
COM
COM

Groundhog 8579
SAH
Groundhog 8641
SAH
Groundhog 8660
SAH
Groundhog 8665
SAH
* Data indicate PFU/mL serum.

1 DPI*

2 DPI

3 DPI

4 DPI

6 DPI

2E5
6.3E4
1.2E4
1.7E5
6.1E5
2.6E7
5E2
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100

<100
5.0E3
2.7E3
6.0E2
<100
2E2
3.7E5
5.3E4
7.7E5
1.8E3
5.7E5
3.5E4
1.3E3
1.3E5

4E2
2.5E3
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100

4.4E3
<100
<100
<100
3.1E3
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100

<10
6.8E4
1.6E6
1.7E4

2.1E5
1.1E3
2.4E5
1.9E3

1.3E5
<10
1.2E4
<10

4.0E2
<10
2.3E3
<10

<100
<100
<100
<100
1.1E3
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<10
<10
<10
<10
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Groups of meadow vials, prairie voles, and Norway rats were euthanized at daily intervals following virus
inoculation and tissues (skin from the inoculate site, heart, liver, lung, spleen, kidney, quadriceps muscle,
small intestine, and brain) were homogenized and titrated by plaque assay. Comparison of tissue titers of
virus versus viremia in the same animal indicated that significant virus replication took place in skin,
muscle, and liver (Table 2.5). None of the tissues from Norway rats contained detectable infectious
virus.
Table 2.5. Virus titers in tissue homogenates shown from voles. Organs not listed here did not have
detectable virus titers.
Animal

Meadow Vole

Prairie Vole

Animal
number
1
1
2
4
6
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
3

Organ

DPI

Skin
Spleen
Skin
Skin
Muscle
Muscle
Liver
Skin
Skin
Liver
Kidney
Lung
Skin

1
1
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Tissue virus
(PFU/gram)
9E4
3E2
2E5
3E2
3.9E7
2E4
1E4
4E4
8.2E6
1E4
7E4
4E4
7E3

6

Skin

2

1.1E6

Viremia
(PFU/mL)
2E5
2E5
6.3E4
<100
4E2
1.2E4
1.2E4
1.2E4
1.7E5
1.7E5
6.1E5
6.1E5
6.1E5
<100

6

Spleen

2

2.4E4

<100

6

Liver

2

7E4

<100

6

Muscle

2

1E2

<100

7
7

Muscle
Skin

2
2

1.1E5
2E5

<100
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<100

Among the animals tested, groundhogs had the highest titer and, in two animals, longest viremia. As
with other animals evaluated however, they failed to display clinical signs of disease and fever associated
with infection was not obvious (Figure 2.1).

Groundhog Temperatures
102

Fahrenheit °F

100
98
96
94
92
90
0

5

10

15

20

25

Days Post Infection
8579

8641

8660

8665

Figure 2.1. Groundhog body temperatures from 0 to 21 days post infection.
2.4 Discussion
This study providence evidence for CHIKV replication and development of viremia in several
species of rodents during experimental infections, including cotton rats, deer mice, prairie voles, meadow
voles, fox squirrels, and groundhogs. Identifying rodent species susceptible to CHIKV infection is crucial
in investigating the role rodents may play in maintaining CHIKV in both endemic and novel geographic
sylvatic cycles and in exploiting new animal models that accurately recapitulate human CHIKF
pathogenesis.
The results of this study show that rodents from 6 out of 9 species tested became infected and
developed viremia following subcutaneous inoculation with CHIKV strains COM and/or SAH).
However, CHIKV infection in these animals did not cause overt signs of disease. Among the 6 species
examined, groundhogs developed the highest CHIKV viremia titer (up to 106 pfu) lasting from 2-4 days
post infection. The CHIKV viral titers observed in these adult groundhogs should be sufficient to infect
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Ae. albopictus mosquitoes (Pesko et al., 2009), indicating that groundhogs may be capable of serving as
reservoir hosts. Groundhogs may also be capable of overwintering CHIKV if these animals are infected
prior to or during hibernation.
Some endothermic mammals, such as groundhogs, enter periods of dormancy (hibernation)
throughout winter months when food supplies are scare and energy demands increase (Bouma et al.,
2010). The exact mechanisms leading to hibernation are unclear; however, it has been suggested that
several factors are linked to its’ induction including: a lack of food, alteration in circadian rhythms, and
increased lipid metabolism. Hibernation consist of euthermic periods (arousal lasting < 24 hours) and
periods of hibernation (lasting several days to week) when individuals’ body temperatures are typically
around 10°C and have been recorded as low as -2°C (Schmaljoh and Hjelle, 1997; Storey, 1997; Carey et
al., 2003). Interestingly, the repetitive cycles of cooling and rewarming do not cause any gross
histological damage in hibernating animals; although apoptosis and necrosis has been observed in nonhibernating animals experiencing similar extreme temperatures (Arendt et al., 2003; Fleck and Carey
2005; Sandovici et al., 2004). One adaptation that may help hibernating animals to avoid tissue damage
is the suppression of the immune system (Bouma et al., 2013). During hibernation the functions of the
innate and adaptive immune systems of mammals’ are drastically reduced (Bouma et al., 2010). As the
body temperature of hibernating animals decreases, the innate immune system undergoes a reduction in
circulating neutrophils and monocytes (Bouma et al., 2010; Frerichs et al., 1994; Reznik et al., 1975;
Spurrier and Dawe, 1973). This limits humoral immune responses, which could lead to overwintering of
viruses such as CHIKV that would normally be cleared rapidly during warmer seasons. The adaptive
immune response in hibernating animals is also limited by a reduction in lymphocyte production before
and during hibernation and a diminished ability to produce cytokines such as TNF and IFN. While
research investigating the immune functions of hibernating mammals is scare, experimental inoculations
of Golden-mantled ground squirrels with Lipopolysaccharides (LPS), a main component of gram negative
bacterial cellular walls, did not induce febrile illness during torpor (Prendegast et al., 2002).
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Additionally, peritoneal macrophages from artic ground squirrels maintained 37°C demonstrated that
TNF production significantly decreased prior to and during hibernation, and returned to normal levels
during the summer (emergence from hibernation; Novoselova et al., 2000). However, if Golden-mantled
ground squirrels were injected with the cytokine PGE1, a signaling molecule that induces fever, these
individuals developed a fever and immediately emerged from hibernation (Prendegast et al., 2002). Thus,
it is thought that the lack of response to LPS injection was due to a lack of macrophages and an inability
to produce cytokines in hibernating animals (Prendegast et al., 2002). Other evidence for a reduction in
immune functions during hibernation can be seen in skin allograph rejections following emergence from
hibernation. Skin allographs transplanted into hibernating 13-lined ground squirrels were not rejected
until the animals fully emerged from hibernation (Shivatcheva, 1988). This evidence suggests that the
adaptive cellular immune response was inhibited during hibernation in these animals (Shivatcheva, 1988).
Furthermore, most pathogens do not replicate well at low temperatures; however one notable exception is
White Nose Syndrome in bats (Bouma et al., 2010). While scientists do not completely understand the
reasons for immune suppression in hibernating mammal, it probably aids in energy conservation and
prevents cellular damage to vital organs. This evidence suggests that groundhogs infected with CHIKV
prior to or during hibernation would be able to maintain an uninhibited CHIKV viral infection since the
production of type I IFNs, mainly IFN-α and IFN- , restrict and/or inhibit CHIKV replication and spread
would be suppressed. Additionally, monocytes/macrophages appear to serve as vehicles for viral
dissemination and mediate inflammation in synovial tissues during CHIKV infection. With the
production of monocytes/macrophages uninhibited it is plausible that infected groundhogs would
exhibited increased levels of viral replication in vital organs such as the brain, heart, liver, kidneys and
peripheral tissues.
While laboratory infections, such as those reported here, do not completely replicate natural
disease transmission cycles due to their highly controlled and often unnatural inoculation routes;
environmental studies investigating arbovirus prevalence in natural systems provides evidence for small
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bird and mammal involvement in arbovirus sylvatic transmission cycles. Once infected, these species
develop viral titers capable of infecting competent vector species during blood feeding. The majority of
these arboviruses do not cause overt signs of disease following infection but instead, use these hosts as
reservoirs or incidental hosts (Williams and Barker, 2001). The role of vertebrate hosts in the
epidemiology of many arboviruses remains unclear and further research is needed. Here I will discuss
several arboviruses that have been found to circulate, to some degree, in small rodent hosts in order to
demonstrate that it is possible that CHIKV is circulating at some level in wild rodent populations in
endemic and epidemic areas.
Saint Louis encephalitis virus (SLEV) is an arthropod-borne flavivirus endemic to North America
(Williams and Barker, 2001). Although birds primarily serve as the amplifying host for SLEV throughout
North America, wild mammals may play a role in secondary transmission cycles. In the Southeastern
United States, SLEV and antibodies have been detected in raccoons (Procyon lotor), Virginia opossums
(Didelphis virginiana), and cotton rats (Sigmodon hispidus) (McLean and Bowen, 1980). Additionally,
SLEV antibodies were detected in cotton mice (Peromyscus gossypinus) and armadillos (Dasypus
novemcinctus) in Florida (Bigler and Hoff 1975; Day et al., 1996). In Ohio, SLEV antibodies have been
isolated from big brown bats (Eptesicus fuscus) and little brown bats (Myotis lucifugus). During
experimental SLEV infections, bats have been shown to overwinter the virus through hibernation and
develop viremias following arousal (Herbold et al., 1983). On the Pacific coast of the U.S., antibodies
have been detected in black-tailed jackrabbits (Lepus californicus), snowshoe hares (Lepus americanus),
Nuttall’s cottontails (Sylvilagus nuttallii), Fresno and Heerman’s kangaroo rats (Dipodoms nitrtoides) and
(Dipodomys heermanni), southern grasshopper mice (Onychomys torridus), deer mice (Peromyscus
maniculatus), harvest mice (Reithrodontomys megalotis), San Joachin antelope ground squirrels
(Ammospermophilus nelson), California bellied marmots (Marmota flaviventris), wood rats (Neotoma
fuscipes), pocket gophers (Thomoys talpoides), house mice (Mus musculus), black rats (Rattus rattus),
and Norway rats (Rattus norvegicus) (Hardy et al., 1974; McLean and Bowen, 1980). In South and
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Central America SLEV has been isolated from a vesper mouse (Calomys musculinus), house mouse, grass
mouse (Akodon arviculoides), rice rat (Orzomys nigripes), three-toed sloth (Bradypus variegation), spiny
rat (Proechimys semispinosus), and neotropical fruit bat (Artibeus jamaicensis) (Hardy et al., 1974;
McLean and Bowen 1980; Trainer and Hanson 1969; Trainer and Hoff 1971; Hoff et al., 1970, 1973;
Seymor et al., 1983; De Rodaniche and Galindo, 1961; Ubico and McLean 1995).
Experimental infections of wild mammals with SLEV by peripheral routes has not been shown to cause
clinical signs of disease however, species known to naturally become infected have consistently produced
viremia and antibodies (Herbold et al., 1983; Kokernot et al., 1969). SLEV experimental infection studies
in Mexican free-tailed bats, cotton rats, and black-tailed jackrabbits have demonstrated variable results in
which some, but not all animals develop viremias or antibodies (Sulkin et al., 1963; McLean and Bowen
1980).
Snowshoe hare virus (SSHV) is a variant of La Crosse virus and is a member of the Bunyaviridae
family. It occurs from Alaska to Canada and into New York State (Artsob 1983; Srihongse et al., 1984;
Calisher et al., 1986). SSHV is a mosquito-borne virus vectored by Culiseta and at least 10 Aedes spp. of
mosquitoes (Newhouse et al., 1967; Iversen et al., 1969; McLean et al., 1970). The primary vertebrate
host for SSHV are snowshoe hares. However, SSHV has been isolated from northern red-backed voles
(Clethrionomys rutilus) and collared lemmings (Dicrostonyx rubicans) (Ritter and Feltz, 1974).
Antibodies have also been detected in Arctic ground squirrels (Spermophilus parryii), Golden-mantled
squirrels (Spermophilus lateralis), Yellow-bellied marmots, Yellow-pine chipmunks (Eutamias
amoenus), black bears (Ursus americanus), bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis), red fox (Vulpes vulpes),
Norway rat, and common vole (Microtus arvalis) (Ritter and Feltz, 1974; McLean et al., 1971; Zarnke
and Yuill, 1981).
Western equine encephalitis virus (WEEV) is a member of the Alphavirus genus in the
Togaviridae family. The primary vector of WEEV is Culex tarsalis, although Aedes melanimon is also a
vector (Hardy et al., 1976; Hardy et al., 1974). Although birds are thought to be the primary vertebrate
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hosts for WEEV wild rodents may play a role in some areas (Holden et al., 1973). Culex tarsalis
primarily feeds on birds however, in some regions this species has been documented to feed on blacktailed jackrabbits (Nelson et al., 1976). WEEV has also been isolated sporadically from western gray
squirrels (Sciurus griseus), California ground squirrels, San Joachin antelope ground squirrels, house
mice, Virginia opossum, Richardson’s ground squirrel (Spermopilus richardsonii), and vole (Microtus
spp.) (Karabatsos, 1985; Hardy et al., 1974; Smart et al. 1972). The role these mammals play in WEEV
remains unclear, however some have been shown to harbor the virus until spring (Hardy et al., 1974).
This may allow WEEV to overwinter in temperate zones.
Since its discovery in 1952, CHIKV received minimal attention by the scientific community until
it caused large epidemic outbreaks. For instance, the role of non-human vertebrates during sylvatic
transmission cycles remains largely unknown. In Africa and Asia, serological evidence suggests that nonhuman primates, rodents, and birds may maintain CHIKV during interepidemic periods (Halstead et al.
1966; Marchette et al., 1980, Apandi et al., 2010; Sam et al., 2015; Wolfe et al., 2001; Vourch et al.,
2014; McIntosh et al., 1961; Inoue et al., 2003; MacKenzie et al., 2013; Diallo et al., 1999; Kading et al.,
2013). Following the circulation of CHIKV throughout susceptible primate populations, it may take
several years for a naïve subset of individuals to either be born or migrate from non-endemic areas.
During these periods it is plausible that rodents and other wildlife species may maintain CHIKV in a
secondary sylvatic cycle in endemic and non-endemic areas; while human and non-human primate
populations remain immunologically protected and/or in areas with low populations of humans and
primate hosts (Diallo et al., 1999). It is also possible that wildlife reservoirs, including rodents, may serve
as amplifying hosts for this virus while not displaying overt physiological signs of disease. The extent of
involvement of these alternative reservoir hosts during CHIKV transmission cycles remains unknown.
The results of the studies reported here show that some rodents are capable of developing CHIKV viremia
and, among the species examined, several developed a viremia of sufficient magnitude to possibly infect
susceptible vector hosts. Further serological surveillance and experimental infection studies with various
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rodent species are crucial in elucidating ecological and epidemiological drivers of CHIKV outbreaks.
Understanding the natural ecology of CHIKV in both emerging and endemic zoonotic transmission cycles
is critical in predicting, preventing, and mitigating human and veterinary disease.
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CHAPTER THREE
EXPERIMENTAL INFECTION OF COTTON RATS WITH CHIKUNGUNYA VIRUS

3.1 Introduction
Chikungunya virus (CHIKV) is an arthropod-borne Alphavirus of animal origin that has recently
emerged in the Americas. Since its discovery in Tanzania in 1953, CHIKV has caused numerous periodic
outbreaks through Africa, Asia, and the Indian Ocean region; although historical evidence describes
probable CHIKV epidemics in the Americas occurring early as the nineteenth century (Carey, 1971;
Dickson, 1839; Dickson, 1859). Currently, two of the three geographically isolated lineages of CHIKV,
East-Central-South African and Asian, have been documented circulating in the Western Hemisphere
(Tsetsarkin et al., 2016; Lanciotti et al., 2016). CHIKF pathogenesis, in humans, is characterized by acute
onset of fever, nausea, headache, rash, myalgia and acute/chronic polyarthritis (Yeo and Chu, 2013; Her
et al., 2010; Hapuarachchi et al., 2010). The virus is primarily transmitted by Aedes aegypti and Aedes
albopictus mosquitoes (De Lamballerie et al., 2008; Powers and Logue, 2007). In 2013, CHIKV was
isolated for the first time in the Western Hemisphere and has since spread to over 45 countries and
territories throughout the Americas and Caribbean (Pan America, August 2016). Both Aedes spp. vectors
are common throughout the Americas with Ae. aegypti mosquitoes being more prevalent in neotropical
regions and Ae. albopictus occupying both tropical and northern temperate countries (Higa et al., 2011;
Benedict et al., 2007; Fernandez-Salas et al., 2015). As expected, CHIKV has followed a similar pattern
of expansion in the Americas as seen with dengue epidemics and, as of 2015, Zika virus outbreaks. Since
these arboviruses share mosquito vectors and ecological conditions, it is likely that once established,
periodic epidemics may occur cyclically as seen in other endemic regions.
As an arbovirus, CHIKV has traditionally been maintained in enzootic transmission cycles
between competent mosquito vectors and susceptible vertebrate hosts, with occasional spillover into
human populations (Powers et al., 2000; Weaver, 2006). In Africa, the virus is thought to be maintained
in a sylvatic cycle between Aedes spp. mosquitoes and primarily non-human primates. Serological
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evidence suggests that vertebrate species such as rodents, birds, and reptiles may play a secondary role in
CHIKV transmission cycles (Vourch et al., 2014; Osterrieth et al., 1960; McIntosh, 1970; McIntosh et al.,
1977; McIntosh et al., 1964). Studies conducted in the 1970s allowed isolation of CHIKV in Senegal
from three species of non-human primates, one palm squirrel (Xerus erythropus), bats (Scotophilus spp.),
and a golden sparrow (Auripaser luteus) (Bres et al., 1969; Cornet et al., 1979). Furthermore some
studies have found antibodies to CHIKV in rodents, birds, reptiles in addition to domestic livestock
including horses, cattle, pigs, and cattle (Bosco-Lauth et al., 2015; Vourch et al., 2014; Cornet et al.,
1968; McIntosh et al., 1964). Experimental infections of wild African rodent species in the genera
Mastomys, Arvicanthis, and Aethomys with CHIKV have also demonstrated these species are capable of
developing viremia (McIntosh, 1961). While animals within the Arcicanthis and Aethomys genera
demonstrated low levels of viremia, individuals in the Mystromys produced high titer viremia followed by
the development of neutralizing antibodies (McIntosh, 1961). Other experimental studies have also
shown that hamsters, cotton rats, and bats are competent hosts for CHIKV viral replication (Bedekar and
Pavri, 1969; Bosco-Lauth et al., 2015). Diallo isolated multiple strains of CHIKV from thirteen mosquito
species in Africa, including many that have never been experimentally examined for their vector
competence with CHIKV (Diallo et al., 1999). Repeated viral isolation of CHIKV from these species
suggests that other zoophilic non-Aedes mosquitoes may play a role in CHIKV transmission cycles
(Diallo et al., 1999). These findings highlight the need to investigate the possibility that there may be
other competent hosts and or vectors involved in CHIKV transmission cycles in novel geographic areas.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the course of infection of CHIKV in cotton rats (Sigmodon
hispidus) and to attempt isolation of CHIKV from mosquitoes that had fed on viremic cotton rats and
enhance our understanding of the potential role of rodents as reservoir hosts for this pathogen.
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3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Cotton Rats
Eighteen female 6-8 week cotton rats (Sigmodon hispidus) were obtained from Charles River
Laboratories and housed individually in the animal biosafety level (ABSL) 3 facility at Colorado State
University. Animals were provided a commercial rodent chow and water ad libitum, and acclimated to
the laboratory settings for 3-4 weeks prior to infection. This work was approved by the Animal Care and
Use Committee at Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado, USA (approval 14-5258A) and
conducted in strict accordance with the NIH Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (Committee
for the Update of the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals).
3.2.2 Mosquitoes
Aedes aegypti (Rex) were obtained from the Centers for Disease Control laboratory raised
colonies and received into the BSL-3 facility as egg rafts. Egg rafts were placed in 6”x1β” Tupperware
pans with tap water and placed in an incubator with an 8:16 hours dark: light cycle at 75% relative
humidity and 27°C. Larvae were hatched and fed a mixture of crushed Tetramin fish food twice a week
and pupae were picked daily as needed. Pupae were placed in small ramekins water and kept in
cardboard cartons until hatched. Adult mosquitoes were kept in separate cardboard containers with
approximately 100 mosquitoes per carton and maintained on sugar cubes and water with a 12:12 hour
light: dark cycle at 75% relative humidity and 27°C. Mosquitoes were maintained for one to three days
before being fed on cotton rats.
3.2.3 Viruses
The SAH2123 (SAH) strain of CHIKV was provided by Ann Powers at the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, Fort Collins, CO. This isolate was derived from a human isolate in 1976 and had
been passage three times in Vero cells. This CHIKV strain is classified as a member of the East-CentralSouth African lineage.
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3.3 Experimental Design
For this study, 17 cotton rats were acclimated for 6 weeks prior to infection, during which time
they were weighed, implanted with IPTT300 temperature transponder tags (BioMedic Data Systems, Inc.,
Seaford, DE), and joint measurements were taken of the left and right hock joints using microcalipers
(measuring 1/100th inch increments). The SAH strain of CHIKV was diluted in sterile PBS to prepare an
inoculum at final titer of 2 x 106 pfu/mL and animals were infected by subcutaneous injection of 0.1 mL
in the right lateral thigh region. Following inoculation, rats were weighed daily, temperatures were
recorded, and joint measurements were taken of both the left and right hock. Blood was collected by
puncture of the submandibular vein followed by centrifugation. Animals were bled on days 0, 2, 3, 4, 7,
14, and 21 days post infection. On days 2, 4, 7, 14, and 21, groups of 3 cotton rats were euthanized and
necropsied. Serum and samples of organs (brain, heart, lung, liver, spleen, kidney, small intestine, skin,
and muscle) were frozen for virus titration or fixed by immersion in 10% neutral-buffered formalin.
Tissues were then transferred into 70% ethanol solution after 48 to 72 hours before being sent to a
commercial laboratory for embedding, sectioning and staining. Sera from terminal blood samples were
frozen undiluted and saved for serological assay.
3.3.1 Cotton Rat to Mosquito Transmission
Two days following inoculation of CHIKV, cotton rats were lightly anesthetized with ketaminexylazine and a small region of their abdominal region was shaved to allow mosquitoes to feed. Cardboard
cartons containing approximately 100 adult (male and female) Ae. aegypti mosquitoes were placed
membrane side up and shaved cotton rats were draped over the top. Mosquitoes were allowed to feed for
20-30 minutes. Immediately following feeding, engorged mosquitoes were placed in an incubator and
maintained on a 12:12 hour light: dark cycle at 75% relative humidity and 27°C. After ten days of
extrinsic incubation mosquitoes were frozen for approximately 10-15 minutes and then were sorted while
being chilled on a cold plate.
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3.3.2 Virus Isolation
Frozen mosquitoes were thawed briefly before being individually added to 0.5 mL bovine
albumin media (BA-1: MEM medium, 1% bovine serum albumin, 350 mg/L sodium bicarbonate, 100
units/mL penicillin, 100 ug/mL streptomycin, 2.5 ug/mL amphotericin B in 0.05 M Tris, pH 7.6) with a
single copper BB in a conical cryovial. Samples were then triturated using a mixer mill at 25
cycles/second for 3 minutes at room temperature and then centrifuged for 2-4 minutes at 1,130 x g (1,200
rpm). Following centrifugation, 150 uL of each sample were added to a 96 well plate. Serial 10-fold
dilutions were then prepared in BA-1 medium with 100 uL samples from each dilution being plated onto
wells in 6 well plates containing a monolayer of 90-100% confluent Vero cells, as described (Westaway
et al., 1966).
Vero cells were grown in 6-well plates in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle medium (DMEM)
containing 7.5% newborn calf serum and antibiotics until a monolayer of cells formed. A 100 uL aliquot
of sample serial dilutions was added to each of the wells and incubated for 1 hour at 37°C. Following the
one hour incubation, a primary overall of 2 mL minimum essential media (MEM) and 0.8% agarose
supplemented with 2% fetal bovine serum, sodium bicarbonate, and antibiotics per well. Plates were
incubated for 24 hours at 37°C at which time a second 2 mL overlay containing 0.004% neutral red was
added. Plaques were counted at 24 and 48 hours following the addition of the secondary overlay. Virus
was back-titrated from the mosquito blood meals using the same protocol as described above.
3.3.3 Serology
Plaque reduction neutralization tests (PRNT) were used to detect CHIKV neutralizing antibodies
in serum samples as described in (Lindsey et al., 1976). Briefly, Vero cells were grown in 6 well plates to
a 90-100% confluent monolayer, as described above. Serum samples were heat-inactivated at 56°C for
30 minutes and serially diluted in BA-1 with antibiotics from 1:10 to 1:320 in 96 well plates. Diluted
serum samples were then combined with an equal volume of a suspension of CHIKV SAH to yield
approximately 100 PFU/0.1 mL. Samples were then inoculated onto 6 well plates, incubated for 1 hour at
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37°C, and first and second overlays were added as described above. Antibody titers were expressed as a
reciprocal of the highest serum dilution with ≥ 80% reduction (PRNT 80) compared to control wells. Sera
with ≥80% neutralization of CHIKV were considered positive.
3.3.4 Imunohistochemistry
Cotton rat tissues (brain, liver, spleen, lung, kidney, heart, small intestine, and skin and muscle
from site of infection) were collected immediately following euthanasia and placed into 10% neutralbuffered formalin. Tissues were then transferred into 70% ethanol solution after 48 hours, sections of
heart, lung, small intestine, spleen, and a whole leg were placed in cassettes, and submitted to a
commercial laboratory for embedding. Sections (5 um) were cut on a microtome and placed onto charged
slides. Slides were deparaffinized and subjected to antigen retrieval by heating to 95°C in Target
Retrieval (DAKO) for 25 min followed by a 20 min cooling-down period at room temperature (rt). The
sections were then subjected to the following blocking steps at rt incubation: (i) peroxidase-block
(DAKO) for 10 min, (ii) 0.15M glycine in PBS for 15 min, (iii) DAKO antibody-diluent solution for 30
min, with a brief rinse in TRIS-buffered saline with 0.1% Tween-20 (TBST) between each. The sections
were then incubated for 2 hours at room temperature with a monoclonal antibody (5.5G9) specific to the
capsid protein of CHIKV (Goh, et al., 2015), followed by 10 min of repeated TBST-washes. Antibody
binding was visualized using anti-mouse-IgG Envision kit (DAKO) according to the manufacturer’s
protocol. Slides were then counterstained with Meyer’s hematoxylin, mounted with Glycergel (DAKO)
and examined under a microscope.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Responses of Cotton Rats to Infection with Chikungunya Virus
Clinical signs of disease were not observed in any of the infected animals. Cotton rat baseline
body temperature ranged from 99.8 to 102.5 °F (mean of 100.6 °F) and none of the animals developed
discernible fever following virus inoculation (Figure 3.1). Similarly, daily measurements of both right
and left hock widths failed to detect significant swelling associated with infection (Figure 3.2 and Figure
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3.3). A number of the animals lost a considerable amount of body weight over the course of the study,
despite lack of other overt clinical signs, and this was attributed to the stress of frequent handling (Figure
3.4).
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Figure 3.1. Cotton rat body temperatures over the course of the study.
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Figure 3.2. Cotton rat left hock measurements in 1/100th inch increments over the course of the study.
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Figure 3.3. Cotton rat right hock measurements in 1/100th inch increments over the course of the study.
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Figure 3.4. Cotton rat weight changes over course of the study.
None of the 17 cotton rats used in this study were viremic prior to virus inoculation, and 13 of 17
animals developed detectable viremia after inoculation. Viremia was detected only at 2 DPI and ranged
from 2 x 102 to 6 x 104 PFU/mL (Table 3.1).
All 17 animals were screened for negative (<10) for neutralizing antibodies to CHIKV prior to
infection. Sera collected on 7 DPI, 14 DPI, and 21 DPI were tested for anti-CHIKV antibodies and eight
of nine had neutralization titers of at least 10 with titers ranging from 10 to >80 (Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1. Virus titers in serum and serologic responses of cotton rats infected with chikungunya virus.
Viremia virus titer
(PFU/mL)
Animal
2 DPI
842
2E2
843
6.3E4
844
5E2
845
<100
846
4.5E4
847
1.1E4
848
1.1E3
849
2.2E3
850
<100
851
7E2
852
3.9E3
853
6.0E2
854
1.5E3
855
2.6E3
856
<100
857
<100
858
5.0E4
NT = not tested

Antibody Titers
(PRNT80)

3 DPI
<100

4 DPI
<100

7 DPI

14 DPI

21 DPI

<100
<100

<100
<100

NT
NT

NT
NT

20
40

<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100

<100
<100
<100
<100
<100
<100

NT

NT

20

NT
NT

≥40
>80

NT
<10

≥40

<100
<100
<100

<100
<100
<100

≥40
≥40
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3.4.2 Tissue Virus Burdens and Immunohistochemistry
A battery of tissues was collected from each of the cotton rats euthanized on days 2 to 4 postinoculation and homogenates of those tissues tested by plaque assay for titer of infectious virus. Virus
was isolated only from tissues collected at day 2 post-inoculation, and was present in liver, spleen, and
lung in titers substantially greater than the corresponding titer in serum (Table 3.2).
Table 3.2. Organ burdens of virus in cotton rats inoculated with chikungunya virus.
Tissue virus
Viremia
Animal
ID number
Organ
DPI
(PFU/gram)
(PFU/mL)
6.3E4
Cotton Rat
843
Liver
2
5.2E5
6.3E4
Cotton Rat
843
Spleen
2
1.4E5
4.5E4
Cotton Rat
846
Skin
2
2.0E2
4.5E4
Cotton Rat
846
Liver
2
2.7E5
4.5E4
Cotton Rat
846
Spleen
2
1.6E5
1.1E4
Cotton Rat
847
Lung
2
3.8E5
1.5E3
Cotton Rat
854
Lung
2
1.7E5
1.5E3
Cotton Rat
854
Liver
2
2.0E6
5.0E4
Cotton Rat
858
Liver
2
9.0E4
Tissues from four cotton rats that had the highest viremia on day 2 (843, 848, 853, 855) that had
been euthanized 1, 2, 3, and 4 days after virus inoculation were immunohistochemically processed to
detect CHIKV antigens. Virus antigen was not detected in any of the tissues examined (liver, brain, lung,
heart, muscle, and small GI tract).
3.4.3 Transmission of Virus to Mosquitoes
Each of the 17 cotton rats was exposed to feeding by 20 mosquitoes and the number than were
visibly engorged ranged from 2 to 13 (Table 3.3). A total of 137 engorged mosquitoes survived the 10day extrinsic incubation period and were tested for CHIKV infection by plaque assay. Thirteen of the 17
rats fed upon were viremic at the time of feeding, with titers that ranged from 2 x 102 to 6 x 104 PFU/mL.
None of the tested mosquitoes were virus positive, indicating that transmission did not occur.
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Table 3.3. Infection of Aedes aegypti mosquitoes fed on viremic cotton rats.

Animal
842
843
844
845
846
847
848
849
850
851
852
853
854
855
856
857
858

Viremia titer on day of feeding
(PFU/mL)
2E2
6.3E4
5.0E2
<100
4.5E4
1.1E4
1.1E3
2.2E3
<100
7E2
3.9E3
6E2
1.5E3
2.6E3
<100
<100
5E4

Number of engorged mosquitoes
5/20
4/20
13/20
8/20
14/20
11/20
12/20
10/20
1/20
17/20
8/20
3/20
9/20
2/20
13/20
2/20
5/20

3.5 Discussion
In general, experimental investigation of infectious diseases are primarily influenced by
heterogeneities among the host populations involved (Jackson, 2015). Genetic differences within these
host populations influence disease severity and transmission rates (Loyd-Smith et al., 2005). Most often,
rodent models are used to investigating immunological dynamics during infectious disease studies given
their ecological importance and propensity to serve as reservoirs during arbovirus transmission cycles
(Meerburg et al., 2009; Davis et al., 2005). Worldwide there are over 1,500 species of rodents within the
family Rodentia. Modern immunology studies involving laboratory derived rodent populations provide
skewed and/or restricted comparison data between laboratory and natural reservoir dynamics. The lack of
allelic variation within these models make them unrepresentative of natural rodent populations and can
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muddle infectious disease dynamic investigations; however the utilization of laboratory models to make
inferences about natural systems is still vital to infectious disease research.
In this study I utilized cotton rats (Sigmodon hispidus) to investigate CHIKF disease dynamics in
a rodent host. In the wild, cotton rat populations are ubiquitous throughout South, Central and southern
North America and live in habitats that should be conducive to transmission of mosquito-borne
pathogens, including CHIKV. Notably, while the animals used in this study were from a commercial
vendor and were more than likely to have a limited genetic background, the results of this study, and my
previous pilot study, indicate that cotton rats are capable of becoming infected with CHIKV and may
have more diverse immunological infection dynamic in natural systems. Of the 17 cotton rats inoculated,
13 developed detectable viral loads on day two, the only day viremia was detected. Viremia titers on day
two ranged from 2 x 102 to 6.3 x 104 PFU/mL; four of the 13 viremic animals had titers greater than 104
PFU/mL. While the peak in CHIKV viremia is short, other infectious disease rodent systems (i.e.
hantavirus) have also demonstrated short periods of viremia. Additionally, in human CHIKF 5-15% of
patients are asymptomatic, indicating that subclinical CHIKV infections with unspecific or mild
symptoms are often undiagnosed (Gerardin et al., 2008).
Reservoir hosts for pathogens that normally cause disease in humans and other animal hosts
typically do not show severe or clinical signs of infection due to the virus being cytopathic in the nonnatural host but not in reservoirs, differences in viral tropism between non-natural hosts and reservoir
hosts, differences in interactions between the virus and host resistance mechanisms in non-natural hosts,
and reservoir hosts, interactions between the virus and other microbes or pathogens within the non-natural
hosts and reservoir hosts, reservoir host response may control viral replication more efficiently, and/or
reservoir hosts may tolerate higher viral loads than non-natural hosts (Mandl et al., 2015). As seen in
Chapter 2, there is a lack of knowledge regarding arbovirus viral infection dynamics in reservoir rodent
hosts and the systems that influence disease replication/resistance mechanisms.
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A few examples of viruses that use wildlife as reservoir hosts include influenza A in wild
waterfowl, and Hendra and Nipah viruses in fruit bats (Mandl et al., 2015). Wild water fowl (Anas spp.)
infected with influenza A virus exhibited transient infections (Jourdain et al., 2010). This may be an
example of the reservoir hosts (the waterfowl) being previously exposed to another strain of influenza A
and being only partially protected from infection with co-circulating viral strains (Mandl et al., 2015).
Pterpoid fruit bat species also exhibited transient Hendra and Nipah virus infections (Halpin et al., 2011;
Middleton et al., 2007). Seroprevalence of these viruses in fruit bat species have been documented as
high as 60% although prevalence rates remain low at 1% (Breed et al., 2013; Rahman et al., 2013). Since
these bat species are seasonal synchronous breeders it is difficult to determine if these infections are
seasonal increases due to juvenile bats losing maternal immunity or changes in bat immunity that result in
reinfections or reactivation of low-level infections (Mandl et al., 2015; Epstein et al., 2013; Sohayati et
al., 2011). In some cases differences in viral tropism may influence viral-host cell interaction. The sooty
mangabey, a host for SIV, may be more resistant to SIV infection due to a lack of a key SIC receptor,
CCR5, on host T cells (Paiardini et al., 2011). Similarly, African green money CD4+ memory T cells
down regulate expression during SIV infection making them resistant to infection (Beaumier et al., 2009).
Several examples of zoonotic viruses replicating to high viral levels in their reservoirs have been
described. In African primates species, SIV establishes chronic high viral load infections with limited
immune control (Pandrea and Apetrei, 2010; Silvestri et al., 2003). Hantavirus infections of rodent
species result in acute viral loads and chronic infections (Easterbrook and Klein, 2008; Miedema et al.,
2013; Pandrea and Apetrei, 2010; Mandl et al., 2015; Schountz and Prescott, 2014). The exact host
mechanisms of how rodents switch from an initial immune activation to a dampened response during
hantavirus infection still remains unclear. It is thought that specific viral proteins interact with rodent
immune pathways to limit proinflammatory responses and prevent viral clearance. Within hantavirus
rodent reservoirs there is a high level of variation in prevalence rates among species (Essbauer and
Krautkramer, 2015). For example, prevalence rates of Puumala virus (PUUV) in rodents varies
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significantly depending on time, region, and viral strain (Essbauer et al., 2006; Mertens et al., 2011;
Augot et al., 2008). Several hantavirus have been shown to be capable of infecting a variety of rodent
species in addition to host switching including Andes virus, Dobrava virus, Puumala virus, and Tula virus
(Gonzalez et al., 2002; Sibold et al., 2001; Dekonenko et al., 2003; Plyusnin et al., 1994). As you can tell
from these host-virus interactions extensive within-host and between-host diversity exists through
multiple virus transmission cycles in both non-native hosts and reservoir species.
Given the recent emergence of both known and novel viruses worldwide (Zika, CHIK, Heartland,
and MERS viruses) a better understanding of natural disease transmission cycles, reservoir hosts, and
mechanisms for reservoir hosts to tolerate viral infections is critical. An ideal solution to this dilemma
would be to identify other wildlife species (rodents, reptiles, amphibians) involved in CHIKV sylvatic
transmission cycles, other than non-human primates. In this study we investigated the potential role of
rodents in the Sigmodon genus that has representatives in North, Central, and South America. Cotton rats
in general, are used extensively to investigate human infectious diseases including herpes simplex virus,
poliovirus, measles virus, and respiratory syncytial virus (Ward et al., 2001; Green, 2013; Niewiesk and
Prince et al., 2002). While many commonly utilized laboratory rat or mouse species are refractory to
human pathogen infection, cotton rats have been shown to be uniquely susceptible (Niewiesk and Prince,
2002). Due to the increased use of cotton rats in scientific research, cell lines, antibodies, cytokine genes,
and reagents have been created for use in these studies (Niewiesk and Prince, 2002). In this study, we
demonstrated that the majority of animals 12/18 ( 67%) infected with CHIKV developed a detectable
viremia. The primary mosquito vectors for CHIKV are Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus (Pialoux et
al., 2007). In order to become infected with CHIKV, competent host vectors (e.g. Aedes spp.) must feed
on viremic vertebrate hosts containing 103.36 to 105.0 pfu/mL of blood (Pesko et al., 2009). Although
several of the animals infected in this study did not produce viremia within this threshold, our study
indicates that other rodent species may be useful in investigating CHIKV pathogenesis.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CHIKUNGUNYA ANTIBODIES IN WILDLIFE SPECIES FROM ENDEMIC
AND EPIDEMIC REGIONS

4.1 Introduction
Chikungunya virus (CHIKV) is a single stranded negative sense RNA virus that causes acute
febrile illness and debilitating arthritis. CHIKV has been responsible for causing numerous outbreaks in
Africa, Southeast Asia, the Indian subcontinent, and recently the Americas. Historically, CHIKV
outbreak have been limited to Africa and Southeast Asia but globalization and ease of overseas travel
have introduced this arthropod borne virus into the New World. In December of 2013, CHIKV infections
were first documented on the Caribbean island of St. Martin (Leparc-Goffart et al., 2014). CHIKV has
since been introduced to over 45 countries, territories, and provinces throughout the Caribbean, Central,
South and North America (Pan America, July 2016).
As an arbovirus, CHIKV is primarily transmitted by Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopicuts
mosquitoes (Weaver, 2006). Like most arboviruses, CHIKV circulates in both sylvatic transmission
cycles (involving wildlife species mainly non-human primates) and urban cycles (human to mosquito to
human transmission) (Powers et al., 2007). In Africa, CHIKV is maintained in sylvatic transmission
cycles involving Aedes spp. mosquitoes and arboreal non-human primate spp. While the virus is thought
to be maintained in non-human primate populations, other vertebrate reservoirs may be involved in
secondary sylvatic transmission cycles when non-human primate populations have developed immunity
to CHIIV infection (Diallo et al., 2012; Jupp et al., 1990; Diallo et al., 1999; McIntosh et al., 1961).
Although sylvatic transmission has not been documented in Asia, CHIKV has been isolated from nonhuman primate species and CHIKV-specific antibodies have been found in non-human primate serum
(Apandi et al., 2009; Inoue et al., 2003; Marchette et al., 1978). This evidence suggests a possible
zoonotic sylvatic transmission cycle does exist in Asia however, greater investigation is needed.
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Previous experimental infections of big brown bats (Eptesicus fuscus), cotton rats (Sigmodon
hispidus), deer mice (Peromyscus maniculatus), green iguanas (Iguana iguana), leopard frogs (Rana
sphenocephala), and Texas toads (Anaxyrus speciosus) with CHIKV in our lab suggested that rodent,
reptile, and amphibian species may be involved in CHIKV sylvatic transmission cycles (Bosco-Lauth et
al., 2015; Blizzard et al., unpublished; Hartwig et al. unpublished). Individuals from each of these species
became viremic following CHIKV infection and amphibian and reptile species remained viremic for 6-10
days post infection (Hartwig et al., unpublished). These findings suggest that rodents, bats, reptile, and
amphibian species may play a role in CHIKV sylvatic transmission cycles. In this study we sought to
determine if CHIKV antibodies were present in wildlife species in areas with historical CHIKV
outbreaks, Cambodia, and during an on-going epidemic in the Americas, Grand Cayman islands.
4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Animals
The diversity of wildlife species collected during November of 2012 from five provinces of
Cambodia including Kandal, Kompong Chhnang, Kampong Thom, Siem Reap, and Preah Vihear (Table
4.1). Animal species were collected by villagers from the surrounding areas and brought to wildlife
traders in each community village. Species collected include ricefield rats (Rattus argentiventer),
Rugulose bullfrogs (Hoplobatrachus rugulosus), lesser horseshoe bats (Rhinolophus hipposideros), lesser
asian house bats (Scotophilus kuhlii), Flower’s Long-headed lizards (Pseudocalotes floweri), tokay
geckos (Gekko gecko), Asian black-spined toad (Bufo melanastictus), rainbow snake (Enhydris enhydris),
Indo-chinese water snake (Enhydris subtaniata), glossy marsh snake (Gerarda prevostiana), and
Bocourt’s water snake (Enhydris bocourti). After collecting blood samples, animals were returned alive
to the wildlife brokers to be sold for human consumption and/or to sell to local crocodile farmers. Blood
samples were collected by tail bleeding (snake and lizard species) and/or heart (rats, bats, frog, and toad
species).
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Blood samples were collected during June 2015 from green iguanas on the Grand Cayman islands
by Dr. Matthew Johnston as part of an invasive green iguana research program. In all 10 juvenile males, 6
juvenile females, 5 subadult males, 11 subadult females, 13 adult females, and 3 adult males were
sampled. Blood samples were collected by tail bleeding.
Serum samples from Cambodia and Grand Cayman were shipped back to our laboratories for
testing, under the appropriate APHIS and CITES permits. This work was approved by the Animal Care
and Use Committee at Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado, USA (approval 14-5258A) and
conducted in strict accordance with the NIH Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (Committee
for the Update of the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals).
4.2.2 Viruses
One strain of CHIKV was graciously provided by Ann Powers at the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, Fort Collins, CO. The SAH2123 (SAH) virus was isolated from a human patient during
the Comoros Island outbreak in 2005 and had been passaged twice in suckling mice and seven times in
cultured Vero cells. This strain is classified as a member of the East-Central-South African clade of
CHIKV.
4.2.2 Serology
Antibody serological screening was performed using plaque reduction neutralization assays
(PRNT) as previously described (Lindsey et al., 1976). Briefly, Vero cells were grown in 6 well plates
until a confluent monolayer was obtained. Serum samples were diluted to 1:320 in 96 well plates with
BA-1 containing antibiotics. CHIKV SAH virus was diluted to yield approximately 100 plaques/well for
the control titration and 75 ul of virus was added to 75 ul of sample and incubated at 37 °C for one hour.
Samples were then inoculated onto 6 well Vero plates and allowed to incubate for one hour at 37 °C.
First and second overlays were added as described previously and plaques were counted 24 and 48 hours
following the second overlay application. Virus titers were depicted as the reciprocal of the highest
dilution of serum resulting in 80% neutralization.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Cambodia
Of the 466 animals sampled throughout Cambodia a limited number of animals from all five
regions had antibodies at low levels (≥10-40). In Kandal 3/39 (8%) of ricefield rats were positive for
CHIKV antibody. Of the species sampled in Kompong Chhang, 11/64 (17%) lesser horseshoe bats, 2/4
(50%) Flower’s long-headed lizards, and 9/33 (27%) lesser Asian house bats were positive for CHIKV
antibodies. In Preah Vihear, 14/37 (38%) Rugulose bullfrogs and 8/59 (4%) water snake spp. had
detectable antibody. Within the Kampong Thom province, 2/6 (33%) tokay geckos, 5/71(7%) water
snake spp., and 2/20 (10%) Rugulose bullfrogs had detectable antibodies. And finally in Siem Reap,
18/48 (37%) of Rugulose bullfrogs and 1 of 51 (2%) water snake spp. samples had detectable antibodies.
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Table 4.1. Wildlife species sampled from five regions throughout Cambodia. (Percentages of animals
positive for CHIKV antibodies by PRNT).

Number
tested

Number PRNT
positive
%(number/total)

PRNT80
antibody
titer
range

39
5

8 (3/39)
0

40
-

Rugulose Bullfrogs

14

0

-

Lesser Horseshoe Bats

64

17 (11/64)

≥10-≥β0

Flower's Long-headed Lizard

2
4

0
50 (2/4)

≥10-≥β0

Lesser Asian House Bat

33

27 (9/33)

≥10-≥β0

Tokay Gecko

6

3 (2/6)

≥10-≥β0

71

7 (5/71)

≥10-≥β0

10
3
20

0
0
10 (2/20)

≥10-≥β0
≥10-≥β0
≥10-≥β0

48

38 (18/48)

≥10-≥β0

51

2 (1/51)

≥10-≥β0

37

38 (14/37)

≥10-≥β0

59

4 (8/59)

≥10-≥β0

Species

Location

Ricefield Rats
Rainbow Snake
Indo-Chinese Water Snake

Asian black-spined toad

Rainbow Snake
Indo-Chinese Water Snake
Glossy Marsh Snake
Bocourt's Water Snake
Asian black-spined toad
Flower's Long-headed Lizard
Rugulose Bullfrogs

Kandal

Kompong Chhnang

Kampong Thom

Rugulose Bullfrogs
Rainbow Snake
Indo-Chinese Water Snake
Glossy Marsh Snake
Bocourt's Water Snake
Rugulose Bullfrogs
Rainbow Snake
Indo-Chinese Water Snake
Glossy Marsh Snake
Bocourt's Water Snake

Siem Reap

Preah Vihear
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4.3.2 Grand Caymans Island
Of the 48 green iguanas (Iguana iguana) sampled only one juvenile male animal had a low level
of antibody present at time of sampling (40).
4.4 Discussion
Our investigation detected the presence of low titer neutralizing antibodies to CHIKV in several
wild vertebrates from five provinces throughout Cambodia and on the Grand Cayman islands in the
Caribbean. CHIKV was first detected in Cambodia in 1961 and has continued to co-circulate at low
levels with dengue virus. In 2011, a CHIKV outbreak began in the Northwest region of Battambang
province (May) and subsequently spread to Siem Reap (June/July), Kampong Thom (July), Preah Vihear
(August/December), Kampong Cham (October), and Kandal (December) (Duong et al., 2012). Although
this outbreak was short in duration and had a limited number of identified cases (approximately 24) it
indicated that CHIKV was still circulating at some level throughout the country. While we identified the
presence of CHIKV antibodies at low titer in all of the provinces investigated it remains unclear the role
these species play in CHIKV transmission.
As of June of 2015, the Grand Cayman islands were recovering from a CHIKV epidemic that had
spread throughout the Americas. On the Grand Cayman islands there are no native or invasive nonhuman primate species to maintain an endemic CHIKV sylvatic transmission cycle. In the absence of
NHPs it would be interesting if, similar to the results seen in experimental trials, reptiles and or
amphibian species would be capable of serving as amplifying and/or reservoir hosts. Although we did
detect the presence of CHIKV neutralizing antibodies in 1/48 invasive green iguana species, the role these
animals play in CHIKV remains unclear.
Previous studies have also detected the presence of CHIKV antibodies at low levels in other
terrestrial vertebrate species during CHIKV outbreaks. In Senegal, CHIKV has been isolated from
several vertebrate species including: including vervet monkeys (Cercopithecus aethiops), Senegal galago
(Galago senegalensis), a palm squirrel (Xerus erythropus), baboons (Papio papio), a golden sparrow
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(Auripasser luteus), and bats (Scotophilus spp.) (Bres et al., 1969; Cornet et al., 1979). In Malaysia
Marchette et al. detected low levels of circulating CHIKV antibodies in Rattus sabanus (Marchette et al.,
1978). Experimental infections of wild rodent species in the genera Mastomys, Arvicanthis, and
Aethomys, Mesocricetus, bat spp., and reptile spp. indicate that these species are capable of developing
low levels of viremia and develop low level antibody responses (McIntosh, 1961; Bedekar and Pavri,
1969; Bosco-Lauth et al., 2015).

One study conducted on La Reunion island 2005-2006, one of the

largest CHIKV outbreaks documented indicated that NHP species, including lemurs, and ship rats had
detectable levels of CHIKV antibodies. It also appears that some domestic animals such as cattle, pigs,
dogs, rabbits, sheep, goats, horses, and several species of birds do not develop a detectable viremia but are
capable of producing CHIKV neutralizing antibodies (Karabatos, 1985; Halstead et al., 1966; BoscoLauth et al., 2015). These finding suggest that a variety of wildlife host species may play a role in
CHIKV sylvatic transmission cycles and may involve rodents and other zoophilic mosquito species
(Diallo et al., 1999; Bosco-Lauth et al., 2015). Similar to other studies, these findings should be
considered with caution. At present, the amount of cross reaction between CHIKV and antibodies to
other circulating alphaviruses in these animals remains unclear. Additionally, if these animals have
developed neutralizing antibodies to CHIKV does this indicate they developed a detectable infection?
Could these animals serve as reservoir hosts for CHIKV? Further investigation is needed to determine if
these species can develop detectable CHIKV viremias and infect Aedes spp. mosquitoes; how long
viremias last; and the extent of alphavirus antibody cross reaction.
In conclusion, our findings indicate that species other than non-human primates are being
exposed to CHIKV, almost certainly as a result of being fed upon by infected mosquitoes. The presence
of antibodies in no way indicates competence of that host for transmission of virus back to mosquitoes or
that those animals play a role in the ecology of the virus infection. Nonetheless, considering the dogma
that CHIKV persists only in primates, these findings justify expanded efforts to identify alternative
vertebrate hosts for this virus.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS

Chikungunya virus (CHIKV) is an arthropod-borne alphavirus endemic to Africa and Asia. The
experiments in this dissertation investigated the potential for selected rodent species in North America to
serve as reservoir and/or amplifying hosts during CHIKV epidemics. The conclusions from these
investigations suggest that some species are capable of developing a CHIKV viremia that may be capable
of infecting Aedes spp. vectors and could contribute to CHIKV transmission.
Nine rodent species were investigated for their potential to develop CHIKV viremia: nutria,
brushy-tailed woodrats, fox squirrels, cotton rats, meadow voles, prairie voles, Norway rats, deer mice,
and groundhogs. Six of these species, fox squirrels, cotton rats, meadow voles, prairie voles, deer mice,
and groundhogs developed viremias capable of being transmitted to Aedes spp. mosquitoes. Four of nine
species additionally developed CHIKV antibodies which may aid in detecting CHIKV outbreaks before
human cases are detected. These results confirm that there are competent vertebrate hosts for CHIKV in
the Americas, although their importance as such during sylvatic transmission cycles remains unknown.
Additional studies are needed to evaluate the role of rodent species during CHIKV sylvatic transmission
cycles in both emerging and historically-endemic CHIKV areas.
Experimental infection of cotton rats by subcutaneous CHIKV inoculation resulted in
asymptomatic viremic infection of thirteen of seventeen cotton rats. Immunohistochemistry of select
tissues did not detect viral replication on 2, 3, and 4 dpi. However, CHIKV virus was detected in
homogenized liver, spleen, and lung tissues on 2 dpi. Viremia was short-lived and virus was cleared
within four days of infection. These results indicate that cotton rats develop chikungunya viremia of
potentially sufficient magnitude to serve as competent hosts.
Field study investigations conducted in CHIKV endemic Cambodia and a recent outbreak in the
Grand Cayman Islands demonstrated that wildlife species have some exposure to CHIKV. Antibody
titers were detected in rats, bats, frogs, snakes, and green iguana species. In wildlife, CHIKV immunity
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could also be attributed to cross protection from prior alphavirus infections. These results tentatively
suggest that CHIKV may infect these species however, the extent of their role in CHIKV sylvatic
transmission cycles in historically endemic and newly emerging CHIKV regions remains unknown.
In retrospect, had I discovered earlier that groundhogs were competent CHIKV hosts I would
have performed additional experimental studies investigating the effects of hibernation on virus titers and
potential viral resurgence during the emergence from hibernation. Additional hibernating rodents and
reptiles should be examined for their capacity to overwinter CHIKV in both endemic and naïve
geographic regions. Additionally, it would be interesting to further examine immunological
differences/alterations during hibernation and the effects these differences have on CHIKV pathogenesis
and replication. Future directions for CHIKV research should include a more extensive investigation of
reservoir competence among rodent taxa (including genetic diversity among individuals in populations,
differences based on diet, gut flora diversity, and previous exposure to pathogens), investigating
additional reptile hosts (both endemic and naïve geographic regions), and a better understanding of
immune responses to CHIKV in rodent hosts in both hibernating and non-hibernating species. Moreover,
the examination of potential wildlife hosts for CHIKV, both reptile and mammalian, through serosurveillance would help in predicting and managing the impact of future CHIKV emergence.
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